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Coursey:
Local ballot
positions
important
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FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) —
Community forums are scheduled for Tuesday evening across
Kentucky to allow people to
talk about way-s to improve public education.
Gov. Steve
Beshear's
office says the
forums will be
held at the
same time at
10 locations in
Kentucky. The
will
events
begin at 7 p.m.
Beshear
Eastern time
and 6 p.m.
Central time.

By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
andidates for several non-partisan
political offices gathered at the
Calloway County Clerk's office
recently to draw for positions on the
November General Election ballet.
Most of those running as Independents
for county office, seats on the Murray awl
Hazel city councils and those vying for
mayor of Murray or Hazel took part by
drawing numbered balls out of a container.
County Clerk Ray Coursey Jr. said this
morning the drawing is important - and it's
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Sunday povver outage
reported in Murray
Staff Report
A quick early morning thunderstorm on Sunday may have
caused a brief power outage
later in the afternoon, according to Murray Electnc System
Tony
Manager
General
Thompson.
Thompson said a jumper

In See Page 2
WEATHER
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90s

60s

60s

Daily Forecast
Ily The Associated Press
sunny.
Monday.. Mostiy
Highs around 90. Northeast
winds around 10 mph.
Monday night...Mostly clear.
Lows in the mid 60s. North
winds around 5 mph in the
evening becoming calm after
midnight.
sunny.
Tuesday...Partly
Highs around 90. Northeast
winds around 5 mph.
night. Mosny
Tuesday
cloudy. A slight chance of showers and thunderstorms in the
evening...Then a chance of
showers and thunderstorms
atter midnight Lows in the
upper 60s. East winds around 5
mph.
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MSU Moving. In
Saturday, leading the way
sity moved in to their residential colleges
Freshmen students at Murray State Univer
of Indianapolis, Dexter
Gage
el
Racha
ed,
Pictur
ter.
the fall semes
for all students returning to campus for
up a bed in Gaae and
set
men,
all fresh
ns of Johnston City,
Youngblood of Mayfield and Jennifer Gibbe
Gibbens' new room in Richmond College.

President Obama makes clear
support for ground zero mosque
By ERICA WE,RNER
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) —
After skirting the controversy for weeks. President
Barack Obama is weighing
in forcefully on the mosque
near ground zero, saying a
nation built on religious
freedom must allow it.
"As a citizen, and as president, 1 believe that
Muslims have the same
fight to practice their religion as everyone else in this
country," Obama told an
intently listening crowd
gathered at the White House
Friday evening to observe

the Islamic
holy month
f
Ramadan.
'That
includes
the right to
a
build
ot
place
worship
and a com°barna
munity
center on pnvate property in
lower Manhattan, in accordance with local laws and
ordinances,' he said. "This
is America, and our commitment to religious freedom must be unshakable."

The White House had not
previously taken a stand on
the mosque. which would
be part of a $100 million
Islamic community center
two blocks from where
nearly 3,000 people perished when hijacked jetliners slammed into the World
Trade Center towers on
Sept. II, 2001. Press secretary Robert Gibbs had
insisted it WAS a local matter.
It was already much more
than that, sparking debate
around the country as top
including
Republicans
Sarah Patin and Newt

See Page 2

Gingrich announced their
opposition. So did the AntiDefaination League, a
Jewish civil rights group.
Obama elevated it to a
presidential issue Friday
without equivocation.
While insisting that the
place where the twin towers
once stood was indeed 'hallowed ground," Obama said
that the proper way to honor
it was to apply American
values.
Harkening back to earlier
times when the building of
synagogues or Catholic

See Page 2

the law.
"That requires us to get ,:andidates that
are going to be on the ballot in contested
races to determine where they will appear
on the ballot in non-partisan elections,"
Coursey said.
However the order of candidates running
in contested races on a partisan ballot is
determined by whether a Republican,
Democrat or Independent won the state in
the previous presidential election. McCain
won the state in 2008 over President
Barack Obama so Republicans will appear
on the ballot first in this year's partisan
election followed by Democrats and
Independents, ac.cording to Coursey.
Studies of elections have found that
1

AP-GfK Poll:
Independent voters
sour on Democrats
By ALAN FRAM
and TREVOR TOMPSON
Associated Press Writers
WASHINGTON (AP) — Independents
who embraced President Barack Obiuna's
call for change in 2008 are ready for a shift
again. and that's worrisome news for
Deniocrats.
Only 32 percent of those clung no allegiance to either major party say they want

II See Page 2

Beito addresses
Douglass Reunion
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
ormer students of the
Douglass School and
their descendants gathered at the Regional Special
Events Center's Murray Room
Saturday night for the 41st
and
Reunion
Douglass
Homecoming Banquet.
The Douglass School served
black students in Calloway
County before the public
schools were integrated in the
early 1960s, and the banquet
concluded a weekend of
reunion activities around
town. After everyone was seated. master of ceremonies
Dennis Jackson welcomed
attendees. He said it was a
very happy week for Murray.
as the city council had just
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appointed the city's first black
police chief. Jeff Liles. The
crowd stood to applaud Liles,
who was seated at a table in
the front of the room.
After attendees sat down to a
meal. they were welcoined by
Mayor Danny Hudspeth, a
member of the reunion planning committee, before Dr.
Linda Royster Beito spoke
about T R. M Howard, who
was born in Murray and is the
subject of "Black Maverick,"
the book she co-wrote with her
husband, David T. Beito.
The subtitle of ihe book is
"'T. R. M. Howard's Fight For
Civil Rights and Economic
Power." Beito said Howard
grew up poor in Murray and

111 See Page 2
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l
"Black Maverick" outside the Regional Specia
Linda Royster Beito signs a copy of the book,
l Douglass Reunion
annua
41st
the
after
night
day
Events Center's Murray Room Satur
she wrote with her husband, David T. Beito.
Homecoming. Beito spoke about the book, which
native T.R.M. Howard.
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Ballot positions...
From Front
placement on the ballet does
have an effect on who gets
eleeted, particularly for undecided voters choosing from a list
of candidates.
Deputy clerks drew for those
candidates that did not attend.
The following is a listing of
the order of ballot positions:
Mayor, City of Murray
I - Bill Wells
2 - FT."Butch" Seargent

HAWKINS TEAGUE / Ledger & Tunes
Attendees at the Douglass Reunion gather in a circle as they read lyrics and sing the Douglass school
song to close Saturday's
banquet.

•Reunion...

"Mason" to show his gratitude.
Beito said Howard met his
future wife. Helen Boyd. at
school and later married her.
Boyd was from a wealthy
California family and introduced him to many members of
the "black elite." although the
two moved far away from that
life when Howard decided to
practice medicine at Taborian
Hospital in the all-black town of
Mounu Bayou. located in the
Mississippi Delta. The town had
been founded by former slaves
of
Confederate
President
JetTerson Davis and was considered a sak haven for black people living in the deep South,
Beito said.
Beito said that after starting

From Front
his parents made their living as
tobacco twisters. His mother
e:sentually worked at the Mason
Hospital and helped her son get
a job working for the hospital's
founder. Dr. Will N1ason, whose
grandson, Dr. Dan Miller. was
also in attendance at Saturday's
banquet. Mason took Howard
under his wing at the hospital
and encouraged him to become
a physician. Besides teaching
him personally. Mason paid for
Howard's ntedical education.
Later in life. Howard, who was
born
Theodore
Roosevelt
Howard. adopted the name

.11T DAVI Concr.rar' TRAINING
SAfitsfor Nuccevs

Tuesday, August 24, 2010
5:59
- 9:30 p.m.

Murray-Calloway County Chamber
of Commerce Meeting Room
at 805 N. 12th Street.
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the Friendship Clinic across the
street from Taborian, Howard
was not afraid to show off the
wealth he had accuniulated and
drove around in the latest
Cadillacs, owned a I,000-acre
plantation and brought in animals for a zoo in Mound Bayou.
He later hired the now-famous
Medgar Evers to sell insurance
for him and introduced him to
the light for civil rights. which
he also did for Fannie Lou
Hamer. One of Howard's crusades involved getting black
people to boycott gas stations
that didn't offer them restrooms.
financially forcing many of the
stations to to install new acco['iodations. Beito said.
While Howard is not as well
known as figures like Evers.
Martin Luther King Jr. and others. he worked for change away
from the public eye. Possibly his
biggest claim to fame was when
he provided lodging at his heavily' anned home for witnesses in
the murder trial of Emmett Till,
the 14-year-old who was brutally murdered by white men in
Money, Miss. while visiting
from Chicago after allegedly
whistling at a white wonikm.
While Howard wa.s afraid of
nothing, he eventually moved to

Chicago out of fear ffir his wife
after heanng that the Ku Klux
Klan planned to kill hint While
there. he helped fund the civil
rights movement, mentored figures such as Jesse Jackson and
was also active in the
Republican Party, even running
for Congress in the late '50s.
At the end of Linda's presentation. David Beito invited
Howard's relatives who were
attendance to join them on Sept.
6 in Mound Bayou, where a
dedication will be held to
rename a portion of Old
Highway 61 in his honor.
Scholarships for the Ratliff
Scholars and honor stutients
were presented by' Dennis
Jackson and Carnisha Duffy presented the MSU Scholarship.
Danny Hudspeth presented the
L.P. Miller Athletic Award.
Regina Hudspeth presented the
Rodenck Reed Performing Ans
Award and Heath Walls presented the L.B. Tinsley Award.
Following tradition, all attendees held hands in a large circle
at the end of the evening to sing
the school theme. "Dear Old
Douglass High School." which
was written by Maeola Jones
when she was in middle school.

Murray -Calloway County Hospital

Murray City Council
I - Amos M. McCarty Jr
2 - Sammy Jason Pittman
3 - Dan M. Miller
4 - Jane M. Shoemaker
3 - Brad Darnall
- Joseph "Jay" Morgan
7 - Linda Cherry
- Danny O. Hudspeth
9 - Jeremy Bell
I() - Robert Billimzton Jr.
11 - Pat Scott
12 - Mark Randall
13 - Donald Elias
14 - Jeremy Boyd
i 5 - Pete L.ancaster
16 - Charlie McKenney
17 - Jane Brandon
18 - Ron "R.C;." Gladden

19 - Greg Taylor
20 - Billy Gene Pi itchaid
1 - John Mark Roberts
22
- Martin Milkman
23
4 - Richard Reed
- Debbie Nance Griffin
Murray Independent
Schools
1 Laura Pitman
3
2 - Donnie Windiest
Mark C Vnison
Calloway School Board
I - Terry Hourland
2 - Steve Grogan
Mayor. City. of Hazel
I - Kerry L. Vasseur
2 - Richard H. Bennett
3 - Crystal Green
Hazel City Council
1 - Richard Richardson
2 - Megan Vaughn
3 - Lori Charlton
- Michelle Sharp
5 - Reginald Kendall
6 - Rodney F. Young
7 - Joe D. Thompson
8 - John "Scooter" Paschall
9 - JoyceLyn Hardin
I() - Sheila White
11 - Batya Sandra Richardson
12 - Tonya Drennon
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From Front

Marti!

Democrats to keep control of
Congress in this November's
elections, according to combined
results
of
recent
Associated Press-GlK polls.
That's way down from the 52
percent of independents who
Nicked Obarna over Republican
Sen. John McCain two years
ago, and the 49 percent to 41
percent edge by which they preferred Democratic candidates
for the House in that election,
according to exit polls of voters.
Independents voice especially
strong concerns about the economy, with 9 in 10 calling it a top
problem and no other issue
coming close, the analysis of the
AP-GfK polls shows. While
Democrats and Republicans
rank the economy the No. 1
problem in similar nutnbers.
they are nearly as worried about
their No. 2 issues. health care
for Democrats and terronsm for
Republicans.
Ominously for Democrats,
independents trust Republicans
more on the economy by a modest but telling 42 percent to 36
percent. That's bad news for the
party that controls the White

House and Congress at a time of
near I() percent unemployment
and the slow economic recovery.
"People arc just struggling,
they need a job but there's
nowhere to fel a job," said independent Leilani Buxman. 55, of
Greeley, Colo. Of °barna, she
said, "It seems like he talks but
he doesn't do anything about it."
Both parties court independents ffir obvious reasons.
Besides their sheer number — 4
in I() describe themselves as
independents in combined APGfK polling for April. May and
June — they are a crucial swing
group.
To try winning them over.
Republicans say' they will contrast Obama's campaign promises of change with the huge
spending
programs
he's
approved. Democrats say they
will warn independents that a
GOP victory will revive that
party's efforts to cut taxes for
the rich and transform Social
Security into risky private
investment accounts.
Targeting independents is
tricky, though, because tfa.
independents
makeup
of
evolves over time.
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would like to welcome Dr. Nicole
Dickinson, as the newest member of

III Power outage...

our medical staff.

From Front

Dr. Dickinson received her medical
degree at the University of Louisville
and completed her residency training
at McLeod Regional Medical Center in
South Carolina

bunied off close to one of the
city's substations, causing
power to go out for about 45
tninutes in a small part of town.
He said the outage was limited
to the area north of College
Farm Road and west of 16th
Street. He said it was likely the

result of lightning that occurred
during a brief storm that hit
Murray around 5 a.m. The stoni:
caused a few limbs and branch
es to be scattered around Ms:
city. but Sgt. Tracy Guge of tN.
Murray Police Departtnent said
the only reported damage was a
few downed power lines.

She also completed her undergraduate
degree at the University. of Louisville

III Education discussions...

where she graduated summa cum laude

From Front

with a 4.0 GPA.
Murray Hospital is pleased to welcome
Dr. Nicole Dickinson to Murray Medical
Associates.

MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY HOSPITAL WELCOMES DR, NICOLE DICKINSON
-

[

ell4EESSIONAL_SCHSKt
ttiversitv of Louisville School of

Medi,.int-

RESIDENca
\LI
Regional Medi(al Center, Florence, SC

OFFICE HOURS
MONDAY - SATURDAY
7 00 AM - 6 00 PM

SUNDAY
1 00 PM - 6 00 PM

MURRAY MEDICAL ASSOC.:IMES
300 SOUTH 8 STREET . Sul TE 480W
MURRAY. KY 42071

SAME DAY APPOINTMENTS!

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

(270)753.0704
MURRAY-CALLOWAY
COUNTY

HOSPITA,

100 Years of Caring

MURRAY MEDICAL ASSOCIATES
""""'"......" MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY HOSPITAL

It's part of an initiative
announced by Beshear last fall
to better prepare Kentucky students for success.
The forums will he held in
Paducah. Owensboro, Bowling
Green,
Elizabethtown.
Louisville, Highland Heights,
Lexington,
Somerset,
Prestonsburg and Ashland.
The lollowing area information is froni www.tek.ky.gov:
In
Paducah
and
West
Kentucky, the counties included
are:
Ballard.
Caldwell,
Calloway, Carlisle. Christian,

Crittenden. Fulton. Graves.
Hickman, Livingston, Lyon,
Marshall, MeCraken and Tngg.
The meeting will be held at
West Kentucky Community anti
Technical College, Crounse
Hall, Room 101, 4810 Alben
Barkley Drive, Paducah, KY
42001
The Aug. 17. times are: 6 p.m
CST local discussion; 8 p.m.
EST/ 7 p.m. CST for statewide
discussion via KET Livestrearn
Contact at Location: Ruby
Rogers; ruby.rogers@lialcs.edu;
(270)534-3184.

•Ground zero mosque...
From Front

churches also met with opposition. Mama said: "Time and
again. the American people
have demonstrated that we can
work through these issues. and
stay true to our core values and
etnerge stronger tor it. So it
must be and will be today."
New York City
Mayor
Michael Bloomberg, an independent who has been a strong
supporter of the mosque, weld Obania's words as a
t

"clarion defense ol the freedom
of religion."
But some victims' ads ocates
and Republicans were quick to
Nunce.
"Barack Obatna has aban
cloned America at the place
where Amenca's hean was broken nine years ago, and where
her true values were on display
for all to see." said Debra
Burlingame. a spokeswoman for
some Sept. II victims' families
and the sister of one of the pilots
killed in the attacks.
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Obituaries

Family, friends mourn 8 killed in off-road wreck

Alberta Gene Wrather
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LUCERNE VALLEY, Calif.
AP/-Zachary Freeman loved
to fish, dirt bike and camp but most of all, he loved to
watch off-road truck racing in
the vast Mojave Desert northeast if Los Angeles.
That love would cost the 24year-old pipe welder and seven
other off-road enthusiasts their
lives when a truck competing in
Mr. Euell David Elkins, 56. of Murray. died Saturday, Aug. 14,
the annual California 200
2010 at his residence. Mr. Elkins was born in Calloway Co. on Mar.
careened off the sand track
10, 1954. lie was a member of the Sugar Creek Baptist Church.
Saturday and into the crowd,
Mr. Elkins is preceded in death by one brother, Anthony Elkins. instantly
killing Frecman and
who died in 1997.
his bcst friend.
Mr. Elkins is survive.] by his parents. James W. and Lois
On Sunday, his girlfnend and
Robertson Elkins of Murray, four sisters, Antoinette Gividen and
his stepfather mourned at a simhusband William B. of Murray, Mary Sears and husband Stephen of ple cross-and
-stone memorial
Calvert City, Rachel Tinsley and husband Tony o1 Hazel, and Ashley
set in the thick sand and waited
Tefft and husband Paul of Murray. one brother James William
in the blistering heat for a lockElkim, II and wife Elysa of Murray, also surviving are sev'eral nieces smith to arrive to change the
and nephews. A memorial service will be held Thursday, Aug. 19, ignition lock in Freemini's truck
2010 at II a.m. at the Sugar Creek Baptist Church with Bro. Darrell
so they could take it home.
Walker officiating. Visitation will be held from 9 a.m. until service
His keys had heen lost in the
hour at the church. Online condolences can be made at, www.the- chaos; the coroner found only a
jhchurchillfuneralhome.com. The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in
lighter in his pocket.
charge of arrangements.
"I'm just in shock. It's not
real yet. it hasn't soaked in,"
said Randall Peterson, his gnevMrs. Joy Shaw Donner, 74. of Paducah, died Sunday, Aug. 15. ing stepfather.
2010 at Culpepper Assisted Living in Paducah. Arrangements are
Freeman's girlfriend, Nicky
Carmikle, sobbed as she knelt
incomplete at this time. The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in
down and placed her boyfnend's
charge of arrangements.
camouflage baseball hat in the
Mrs. Alberta Gene Wrather. 89, of Murray, died Aug.
14. 2010, at
Glendale Place in Murray. Funeral services will be held
Tuesday,
Aug. 17, 2010 at 3 p.m. at the J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home with
Bro. Andy Harrell officiating. Burial to follow in the
Murray
Menioria: Gardens. Visitation will be held from 1 p.m., until
the
funeral hour on Tuesday at the funeral home. The J.H.
Churchill
Funeral lime is in charge of arrangements. Online condolences
can
be made at www.theihchurchillfuneralhome.com.

Euell David Elkins

Joy Shaw Donner

Evelyn Francis Myers
Mrs. Evelyn Francis Myers, 86. of Murray, died Saturday', Aug.
14, 2010 at Spring Creek Health Care. Myers is survived by her husband, Robert Myers of Murray. Arrangements are incomplete at
Imes-Miller Funeral Home.
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Martin A. Seeger
Mr. Martin A. Seeger, 92, of Symsonia, died at 12:25 a.m. on
Sunday. Aug. 15, 2010 at Western Baptist Hospital in Paducah.
Funeral services are incomplete at this time at Collier Funeral Home
in Benton.

Lyda K. Barrow
Lyda K. Barrow, 88, of Paris, Tenn. died on Friday, Aug. 13,
2010, at Henry County Healthcare Center in Paris.
She was a member of Mapleworid Baptist Church where she was
a former Sunday sclux)I teacher and GA leader. She was also an
avid gardener. She was married to Austin Buford Barrow on July
16, 1939 and he preceded in death in 1973.
She is also preceded in death by her parents, Noble D. and Mertie
B. Knight. one sister Donna Jacobs, one brother-in-law Marvin
Allen. Jr. and one daughter Shelia Barrow.
She is survived by one daughter Landra Sanders and husband
Steve of Henry, Tenn., one sister Scytha Allen of Clarksville, Tenn.,
two brothers Noble J. Knight and wifc Jane of Murray, Larry Knight
and wife Sona of Mayfield, one granddaughter Stephanie Sanders
and several nieces and nephews.
Funeral services were held on Sunday, Aug. 15 at 2 p.m. at
Ridgeway Funeral Home with Corey Cain officiating. Burial was
followed at Elm Grove Cemetery in Murray.
Serving as pallbearers were Kenny Cook, Stacy Cox, Steve
Clendenin, Jimmy Bail-ett, Barry Mathis, Gary Dunn and LeRoy
Parrish. Contact Landra Sanders, 1970 Herrondale East Rd. Henry,
TN 38231, or call (731)644-1769 for information regarding MCMOrial contributions

William T. James. 66, of Murray., died Wednesday. Aug. I 1, 2010,
at his residence. He was a P.O.W. Vietnam Veteran
,
and was awarded the Navy Cross medal, Vietnam
, Cross of Gallantry with Palm, two silver stars, two
bronze stars, Purple Heart medal, Navy Unit Citation,
Combat Action Ribbon, Presidential Unit Citation,
Navy Commendation Medal. Mr. James is preceded
in death by his wife, Ester James. He is survived by several close
friends including Cally Vernon, Steve Cochran, Cindy Cantrell and
family. A graveside service will be held Tuesday, Aug. 17 at I p.ni
at Kentucky Veterans West Cemetery in Hopkinsville.

WASHINGTON (AP)
"It's a gradual effort. It's a
The goal, he said, is to keep
Progress in the Afghanistan war deliberate effort," Petraeus said. al-Qaida and
other extremist
is occurring gradually, despite -There's no hill to take and flag
groups at bay while the Afghan
rising U.S. casualties. Army to plant and proclamation of vic- government has
a chance to take
Gen. David Petraeus says in
tory Rather, it's just hard work." control and earn the trust of the
cotnments aimed at shoring up
Petraeus took the job from local population.
support among an increasingly cashiered
Gen.
Stanley
"We're
here
so
that
skeptical American public.
McChrystal with the underAfghanistan does not once again
Arguing
for
patience, standing that some U.S. forces become a sanctuary for tnutsnaPetraeus said that it was ortly in
will come home next summer,as tional extremists the way it was
the last few weeks that the war Obama has promised.
when al-Qaida planned the 9/1 1
plan had been tine-tuned and
On NBC, Petraeus did not attacks in the Kandahar area,"
given the resources that it appear to rule out that he might Petraeus said
t'rom Kabul, the
required. "For the first time," he eventually' tell Obama that a
Afghan capital.
said, "we will have what we drawdown should be delayed.
Petraeus and other military
have been working to put in "The president and I sat down in
leaders have warned of more
place for the last year and a the Oval Office. and he combat casualties as
additional
half."
expressed very clearly that what troops are sent to the fight. July
Petraeus spoke on NBC's he wants from me is my best
wa.s already the deadliest month
"Meet the Press" on Sunday and
professional military advice."
for U.S. forces, when 66 troops
in
interviews
with
The
Petraeus, who's been credited
were killed.
Washington Post and The New
with a successful war strategy. in
Last fall, Obama authorized
York Times. On the job as war Iraq and who took charge of 100,000 troops in Afghanistan
commander for only a few
U.S. and NATO military opera- - triple the level from 2008.
weeks, he is trying to reassure
tions in Afghanistan in July, Obama.s Democratic supporters
Americans that the 9-year-old
described an "up and down
have reluctantly swung behind
war is worth fighting, and to
process'. of seizing Taliban-con- the plan, but lawmakers are
argue that President Barack trolled territory and creating
beginning to question whether
Obama's redrawn strategy is "small pockets of progress" that
Afghanistan can
be
won.
only beginning to take root.
he hoped will expand.
Petraeus is expected to give an
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updated assessment to Congress
in December.
Petraeus said Sunday that the
war only recently has been given
the nght "inputs," or resources:
more U.S. and Afghan troops to
take over Taliban territory and
more civilians to restore services to the population.
"There is understandable
concern and, fin) some cases.
frustration," Petraeus said.
-Therefore we have got to really
put our shoulders to the wheel
and show during the course ot
this year that progress can be
achieved...
Petraeus
described
Afghanistan as a tough and
enduring fight that would
require its "character and its size
being scaled down over the
years."
If the U.S. loses, there would
likely be a bloody civil war followed by a takeover by extremists. If the U.S. succeeds and
Afghanistan stabiliz.es, the country could become the region's
new "Silk Road."

A Settlement has been propose(' in Ai lawsuit
(urreatly pendiag regarding the collection of taxes
and fees by Progressive Direct Insurance Company
and certain related companies named Natioruil
i'ontinental Insurance t'ortipany. Progressne
(.1 Y. aliced I nsu nce Compan ,Progressive A mencan
Insurance Company. Pmgressive Clitssic Insurance
(*Ainirpany. Progressive Commercial Ca.sualty
t'ompany. Progressive fairect Irisurance Company.
Progressise Max Insurance Company. Progressive
max Insurance t'ompany. Progressive Northeni
Iiisurance C'ornpany. I'rogressive Northwestern
Iiisurance
Company.
Progressive
Preferred
Insuranyre t'ompany. Progressive Specialty. Insurance
'ompany. and Inked Financial Casualty Company.
i'rogressiv c denies all claims of wrongdoing and has
Agreed to the Proposed Settlement Agree111011 in
to avoid incurring funkr eapenses and burdens
relating to this 1:11A %U&
.

What Does the Settlement
Provide?
Progressive has agreed to create a full refund to he
divided among all Settlement Class Member, All
Settlement Class Members will reeenre a refund in
the form (sf check

How Do You Ask for Payment?
erogres,.‘e has conducted a re‘iew of its records

to identify policy holders wax) have overpaid on
their local taxes. Current policyholders venfied by
Progressiyc as having overpaid do not need to do
anything. Progressive will send these policyholders a
detailed notice to notify you of ;our refund. Former
policyllOkkr•
receisc a detailed notice at their
last known acklress. along Aith a Clium Form. If ykitr
receiac this notice, you w ill need to complete the
Ilk- Sett'einem ty ill provide cash refunds to Claim Form and return it to the Claims Administrator
l'«igressiye policyholders from June 14. 2001 postmarked hy November 28, 2010. The Claims
through September 30. 2004. If you qualify. you Administrator will review these turms to determine
.
maa he entitled to receise a refund of a portion 01 if you WV eligible for a refund If you do 1101 feCt4441
any nyMee tivim F'rogressrve. and you believe that
14kal 4.444es and 0111c:4:11011 kV.. C0114:411,1.1 from you by
via; are a Class Memher. 42411 1-X/t8-2241-1903
Progresso e.
obtain a detailed notice and Claim Form. All Claim
The United States Ihstrict Court hw the F.astern Forms must he postmarked no later than November
thstrict of Kentucky has authonical this notice. 23. 21110 to he eligihle for a refund
Before any money is paid, die(-our' writ have a
heanog to decide whether to appose the settlement
What Are Your Other Options?
fe get complete information regarding this settlement
Awl sour nghts under it. call 1-888-224-'903, or isit
it
4.10111 Wallt 10 he legally hound by the
yy NicilolsclikaACIIQnSruknKtp.oin).
settlement. you must exclude yourself by September
211. 2010, or you wron't he able to sue. or continue
to sue, Progressive regarding the legal claims In this
Who's Included?
case. If you stay in the Settlement, y..ou may object
'too are a Settlement Class Menther it you to it try September 211, 2010. The detailed notice
pon:hased insurance from Progressiye between June explains how to eaclude !iourNeli or object and can
14, 2001 taxi Sentemher 30. 2.009, and you paid local
ohtanted hy calling 1 -888-229- 1901.
goaenunent taxes on your insurance premiums that
The
Court w ill hold a hearing in this ease on
were either not owed or at a rate higher than you were
legally required to pay, and haw not been otherwise November 1/I. 2010 to consider whether to
approse the settlement and a tequest by. the lawyers
rehinded 1114: 411004.1 111 the 141441111.44.
4
n:presenting all Class Sit:milers lor their attoineys'
fees .ind costs ot $700.000. and incetatae payn)ents
to the Class Representato es in 1111011MN not to exceed
What's This About?
s8.000.00. niese fees ii
be paid by Progressive
1 he lay( suit claims that Progressiye (ollected local
in .ittilition tti the refund to Class Members. You
insuralyee premium taxes and collection fees for
may ask to appear at the hearing, Rut 'tu don't ha‘c
taxes that wen: eithei not owed or at rate,higher than
10. YOU Ma:t
C !,(11.ir 0%11 .1110MC!.
yim ish.
permuted. Progresso e demes it (11(1 any thing wmng
Howe% er. you w ill he responsible for your .11101114.44.'4,
the Court did not decide which side 11a. right Both
fet:S And intrerlses.
sides Moe agreed to a Settlement to resolye the case
benefit, r,, plogre,r‘e faille) holder. The
FOr More Intorination. or to Ohtani a 1)eiailed
la mites disagree on how much nitwit') could haYe Notice err Cliuni
F01111. call 1-q88-229- 1901 or %oat
been won it the Plaintiffs had won at a Ina'.
‘.‘‘Y%Y.Nit:holsClgusuiSstilraikni..cvm.

ed damage was a
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they were within 50 feet of fans,
and allowed no more than 300
spectators for the event, the
agency said.
BLM
spokesman
David
Briery said the agency would
coope•:ate with the CHP's investigation.
"We followed all our rules."
he said by phone. "We don't
think we did anything wrong."
Phone and e-mail messages
left for MDR were not immediately returned.
Tens uf thousands of people
were spread out along the 50mile track. hut the site of the
crash, a stretch luiown as the
"rockpile," is one of the most
popular areas to gather be.-..ause
the trucks become airborne, witnesses said.
Some said they got within 4
feet of the unmarked track,
watching trucks fly over a series
of jumps. Several jagged rocks
jut from the rutted dirt track at
the bottom of the hill.
The dnver "hit the rock and
just lost control and tumbled,"
said Matt March, 24, of
Wildomar, who was standing
next to the jump. "Bodies went
everywhere."

If You Are a Current or Former Policyholder
of Progressive Direct Insurance Company or
Certain Related Companies, a Proposed Class
Action Settlement May Affect Your Rights.

[nibs and branch-

Department said

center of the stone circle sur- always that risk factor, but you
rounding the wooden cross.
just don't expect that it will hapCarmikle recalled how she
pen to you."
had stepped away from the race
Cheyenne Frantzich, 15, was
for a few minutes to use the
watching the race with her sister,
bathroom and retumed to find
who was killed in the crash. "I
the truck upside down, bodies just thought it would be fun to
everywhere and people screanibe close. And it was a big mising in panic.
take," Frantzich told CBS'
"His shoes are still over "Ealy Show" on Monday.
there. I can't even look." she
California Highway Patrol
said, gesturing to a bag full of Officer Joaquin Zubieta said
abuidoned clothing. shoes and
Brett M. Sloppy, 28, of San
blankets, some stained with
Marcos, was behind the wheel
blood. "It just isn't fair, it isn't of the truck involved in the
right."
crash. Zubieta said alcohol was
Those who witnessed the
not a factor in the crash and
accident said the crowd pressed
there were no plans to arrest
close to the track and could
Sloppy. who the CHP estimates
almost touch the trucks ilS they
was going 45 to 1.141 ni.po
tt!..!
hurtled and bounced over the time of thf.i crash.
desert sand.
Zubieta said state vehicle
Shortly after the race began, codes don't apply because the
one driver took a jump at hig„h
race was a sanctioned event held
speed, hit his brakes on landing
with the approval of the feckrai
and rolled his truck sideways Bureau of Land Management,
into spectators, sending bodies
which owns the land used for the
flying on a section of track that race.
had no guardrails or anything
The BLM issued a statement
else to keep the crowd back. saying safety was the responsiEight people were killed and 12 bility of the race organizer,
were injured.
South El Monte-based Mojave
"You could touch it if you
Desert Racing.
wanted to. It's part of the exciteMDR's permit required racment," Carmikle said. 'There's ers to travel 15 mph or less when

Petraeus: Time is key for progress in Afghanistan

William T. James
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What do you want
your schools to do?
Twenty years ago Kentucky
took a stand against failure.
Pushed by a court ruling
and energized by widespread
community support, we created front scratch a system guaranteeing all children in the Commonwealth a chance at a quality education - regardless of
income. race or geographic tocahon.
We've made significant and
measurable progress over the
last 20 years, but all the while
the world has been dramatically changing.
The fundamental foundation
of knowledge and skills that
one requires to function - and
succeed - has expanded far
beyond what we could have possibly imagined during the education reform effort of 1990.
Last fall I set in motion a
new look at our education systetn designed to ensure our
schools are preparing our children for tilt: challenges of the
2Ist century.
Called Transforming Education in Kentucky, the initiative
is not only updating our schools
but is re-galvanizing the support that has helped us achieve
so much.
But now we need your help
and input.
On Aug. 17. we will hold
"TEK Talk" -- community
forums at 10 locations across
the state to discuss Transforming Education in Kentucky.
In addition to the local discussions, KET will stream a
live panel discussion I will
have with First Lady and education advocate Jane Beshear,
Education Commissioner Terry
Holliday and Council on Postsecondary Education President
Bob King.
We will address questions
posed at the community forums
and discuss issues that emerge
from those questions.
Bill Goodman will moderate the panel for his program.
"Education Matters," which will
broadcast live on KET that
night at 8 p.m. Eastern Standard time.
We're working hard to build
a large attendance at these
forums because it's critical that
we engage everyone - from
our largest cities to our smallest towns. deepest hollers and
most rural farms in the effort
to make education, once again,
our top priority. Since the day
I was elected governor this has
been my mission.
I believe that creating a topnotch system of education is
not only a moral obligation
but also a "no-lose" investment in the intellectual capital
that will drive Kentucky's future
success.
Slow, steady and incremental improvement is no longer
enough. The modern, highly

competitive world
requires us
to move in
an all-out
sprint.
Ke n lucky
needs not
just new
energy but
also new
strategies.
MemKentucky
bers of the
Governor
TEK task Steve Beshear
force
which
include parents, teachers. superintendents, education advocates.
lawmakers, and business and
community leaders - are working to help develop these strategies while reinvigorating public and business support.
Their meetings have focused
on issues that will better prepare our students for success
- issues such as improving college
readiness, expanding
opportunities to cam college
credit during high school and
creating a system of assessments
that measure what employers
value.
They also have discussed
ramping up academics in career
and technical education, using
technology to improve teaching and learning. improving
teacher recruitment and retention and improving transitions
between Preschool and K-12.
While many efforts to
improve student achievement
are already underway, TEK is
designed to stitch these initiatives into a comprehensive fabric, creating not an array of
stand-alone programs and goals
but something much more powerful. something much more
focused.
The TEK task force is preparing to recommend ways to channel all of these efforts into an
integrated and complete system of education in Kentucky.
The end goal is to create a
unified and focused vision of
what schools in the Commonwealth need to offer in order
to better serve students today
and tomorrow.
Today, I'm calling on our
state and our people to recommit ourselves to ensuring
the future of our children. I
encourage you on Aug. 17 to
attend one of the local TEK
Talk community discussions
brtnging your ideas, your questions and your concerns -- or
to watch it live on KET.
Look for information about
TEK Talk forum nearest you
at www.tek.ky.gov
Let us renew our promise
to our children. and let us
recommit ourselves to our
state's future.
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Beware of'Chicken Little' forecasts
They're a minority, but a
vocal one. and they're hovering like stonn clouds over a
brittle recovery.
By TOM
They're the Double Dippers
— the politicians, economists vide enough stimulus spendand analysts who foresee back- ing.
to-back recessions.
To University of Maryland
Their warnings could become business economist Peter Moriself-fulfilling prophecies if they ci, "signs abound that the ecofrighten enough people into nomic recovery is faltering."
holding tightly onto their wal- Washington-area
financial
lets. With consumer spending adviser Randy Beeman tells
accounting for two-thirds of listeners to his weekly radio
economic activity, anything that show that chances of a doufurther rattles consumers can ble-dip recession are now about
undercut recovery' hopes.
75 percent.
Recent data has shown that.
Yale University' economist
after growing moderately for Robert Shiller, a leading expert
most of the past year. the U.S. on the housing market and
economy appears to be slow- author of "Irrational Exubering. This was underscored by ance." a 2(X10 book that foreFriday's government report that told the coining crash of the
U.S. economic growth slowed tech stock bubble, sees mere
to 2.4 percent front April to than a 50-50 chance of a douMay, down from a revised 3.7 ble dip. "I actually expect it,"
percent in the previous quar- he says.
ter. Such statistics are providFormer Federal Reserve
ing more ammunition to the Chairman Alan Greenspan told
double dippers.
CNBC a double-dip recession
Most mainstream economists can't be ruled out. "Of course,
agree the recovery road will there's a possibility," he said.
be long and bumpy, but probAre double dippers becomably without leading into dou- ing recovery party, poopers?
ble-dip territory. But there are
"If consumers are heanng a
plenty of other voices warn- lot of bad economic news and
ing of grimmer times ahead.
they're already scared. they
Nobel Prize-winning econo- might pull back some more,"
mist Paul Krugman of Prince- said Nigel Gault. chief U.S.
ton University argues in his New economist for I liS Global
York Times columns that the insight.
U.S. already may have fallen
There are 15 million peointo the early stages of a long. ple unemployed. "Employers
deep depression such as Japan's might be willing to hire more
"lost decade." lie claims that if consumer spending was doing
President Barack Obama and better," Gault said. "But then
Congress have failed to pro- maybe consumer spending won't

Bernanke told Congress that g
double-dip recession seems
unlikely. Still, he added, "II
RAUM
the recovery seems to be faltenng. we have to at least review
start doing better until employ- our options."
ers start to hire."
Double dip recessions are
A new analysis by The Rock- rare. Only one has occurree
efeller Foundation and Yale Uni- since World War II, in the
versity found American house- early 1980s.
holds in the most precarious
A downturn from January
financial situation in a quar- to July 1980 was followed by
ter-century.
a deep recession that lasted fron"There is a clear long-term July 1981 to November 1982
upward trend in the economic Unemployment soared to 10.ft
insecurity of American fami- percent. President Ronald Realies," said Yale professor Jacob gan's Republicans lost 26 House
Hacker, who led the study. "It's scats in the 1982 midterms.
an issue squarely confronting
But that Aide back into recesthe American middle class."
sion was largely fueled by the
Consumer fears of a new Federal Reserve's raising of
recession, before the nation interest rates to fight doubleheals from the last one. are digit inflation. Once inflatior
heing fed from both sides of was subdued. the Fed starter
the political spectrum. The fact lowering rates, triggering g
that it's midtenn election sea- sharp rebound beginning ir
son doesn't help.
1983 that set the stage for
Republican leaders are keep- 1984 GOP rout.
ing up a steady downbeat drumA recent poll by the Pew
beat.
Research Center shows more
Democratic initiatives "have than two-thirds of Americans
created uncertainty that has — across party lines — believe
underrnined our economy, shak- anti-recession programs pursuec
en the confidence of the nation by the government have mostand cost millions of American ly' benefited banks, big busijobs," says House Republican nesses and wealthy individuleader John Boehner of Ohio. als and not the middle class
From the political left. AFL- or the poor.
CIO President Richard TrumWith such a mindset, warnka warns: "Our economy' ings of an impending double
remains on the edge of a dou- dip-recession can int home
ble-dip recession. and we because "consumer behavior is
urgently need to create mil- driven by outlook, not only
lions of jobs and invest in our people's present situation but
future. not give more tax breaks their future concerns," said Pew
to the wealthy."
associate director Michael
Federal
Chairman
Ben Dimock.

AP NENNs ANALYSIS

What's needed is some plain English
By Tom Purcell
crating entities. to apply lawyer- guage initiative to improve gov- the House with overwhelming
Cagle News Service
ly terminology to obfuscate clar- ernment (plainlanguage.gov
majorities both times.
NI), question to you is sim- ity in a manner that benefits Now retired. she is chair of a
Then Sen. Daniel Akaka. Dple, I said, as I sat across from their outcome."
pnvate organization, the Cen- Hawaii. introduced companion
the government bureaucrat and
"He said that bills are writ- ter for Plain Language.
bills in the Senate. Both were
his interpreter."Why doesn't the ten in confusing language. in
-We concur there have been well on their way to passing
government communicate in part. to conceal the special unfortunate interludes in which until Sen. Bob
Bennett, Rplain English?
favors politicians slip in for their taxpayer-receiver entities suc- Utah. held them
up. He offered
"Your query poses prospec- buddies." said the interpreter. cumbed to internal unlikeli- some nonsense about
the unintive considerations." said the
That, sir. is why plain lan- hoods," said the bureaucrat. tended consequences of
makbureaucrat. "that rise above and guage is so important. 1 said. ''Blah, blah. blah.'
ing all agencies translate combeyond the level of consider- In a republic. the citizens must
Cheek and other government plex laws into clear language.
ations that the voter-taxpayer know what their government volunteers worked tirelessly to
"That is ridiculous, sir! Imagmay be prepared to rise above is up to. Rules. regulations. improve government commu- ine the time
and tnoney that
and beyond."
forrns, applications, brochures, nication, I continued. The Clin- would be saved if
citizens could
Huh'? I said to his inter- letters. requirements. etc. must ton administration embraced understand
government forms.
preter.
he understandable.
their ideas and issued a memo Imagine how carefully new
"He said it's best the pub"The
public,
however, encouraging the use of plain bills would be crafted
if leglic doesn't learn the real rea- notwithstanding the active language. A handful of agen- islators
knew their intent would
son," said thc interpreter.
voter-taxpayer base, may or may cies have voluntarily stepped be clearly
articulated once the
But we deserve to know. I not acquiesce," said the bureau- up to make their forms easier bills became
law!
said. Our politicians voted on crat.
for the public to understand.
The public demands clarity.
a 2,400-page health bill that
"Blah. blah. blab.' said the But what is really needed is sir! The
public must contact
was so confusing. few legisla- interpreter.
plain-language law!"
its Senators and demand that
tors knew what was in it. Now
Look. I continued, some
The bureaucrat rolled his the Plain Writing
Act (S.574)
it is being converted into rules wonderful government employ- eyes.
he passed into law! Now what
and regulations that are con- ees. have been trying to make
Such a law' almost happened do you say to that,
sir?
fusing the public even more.
governinent intelligible for in both 2006 and 2(108. U.S.
"Are you nuts. pal?" said
"It is because." continued years. Annetta Cheek. who held Rep. Bruce Braley. D-lowa. the
bureaucrat. "If not for govthe bureaucrat. "government various executive positions introduced a commonsense bill ernment
gobbledygook. my
representatives and their legisla- within the government. spent that required federal agencies interpreter
anti I would never
tive aides are often persuaded. her career doing so. She co- to translate their documents be able
to earn 185 grand a
at the behest of revenue-gen- founded a volunteer plain lan- into 'plain language.' It passed year!"
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Stroke/Brain Injury group to meet
The. Murray Stroke/Brain Injury Support Group will meet
Thursday. Aug. 19, at 5:30 p.m. in the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Center for Health and Wellness cla.ssroom. Lindy Curry,
program director, will speak on "MCCH Geriatric Behavioral
Health Unit". All interested persons are invited. For more information contact Cheryl Crouch at 762-1557.

Sharon Wells Group will meet
The Shawn Wells Group of the First Baptist C.'hurch WMS will
meet Tuesday at 10 a.m. at the church with Melva Hatcher as hostess. All members and interested persons are invited.

Masonic lodge to award pins
Murray Masonic Lodge #I05 of Free anti Accepted Masons will
be awarding 50-60 year pins to its members at the regular lodge
meeting on Monday. Aug. 16. Dinner at 6:30 p.m. and lodge at 7:30
p.m. All Master Masons are encouraged to attend and honor the
Brothers receiving pins.

Town meeting to be held Tuesday
A Dexter town meeting will be on Tuesday'. Aug.I 7, at the
Community Center at 6 p.m. A potluck meal the meat will be provided. Evetyone is encouraged to attend.

Rebate night for Laker Band given
Calloway County Laker Bands will observe rebate night at the
Taco John's on Wednesday. Aug. 18. Residents must tell the cashier
at the cash register.

CC Band Boosters will meet
The Calloway County Laker Band Boosters will meet on
Tuesday. Aug. 17, at 5:30 p.m. in the High School Band Room. All
high school and middle school family members are encouraged to
attend.

SBDM council meeting to be held
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The Murray Middle School SBDM Council will meet in regular
session on Thesday. Aug. 17, at 4 p.m. in the media center. All interested persons are invited to attend.

Back-to-School Blast to be held
A Back-to-School Blast will be held at North Elementary School
Tuesday, Aug. 17, from 54 p.m. It is free to all North Elementary
School families. Everyone is invited to attend.

Quilt Lovers to meet at library
Quilt Lovers of Murray will meet Tuesday. Aug. 17. at 6 p.m. at
the Calloway County Library. The program will be by Dawn Lanam
on making a cord wrap trivet.
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McCoil awarded honors scholarship
FRANKFORT, Ky. — Bryan ally funded scholarship is
David McCoil of Murray has named for longtime U.S. Sen.
been awarded a Robert C. Byrti Robert C. Byrd of West
Honors Scholarship in the Virginia. who authored the legamount of $1,500 a year for up islation establishing the proto four years of college.
gram in 1985. It is administered
McColl will attend Murray by the Kentucky Higher
State University to study Education Assistance Authority
physics engineering.
(KHEAA).
"I'm 34 and have a 2-year-old
This year, six GED recipients
boy," he said. "My funds are from each of the state's six convery limited. but college has gressional districts received the
been the best thing that I've ever Byrd Scholarship this year.
experienced."
Recipients are chosen by an
McColl is one of only 36 independent panel.
General
Educational
KHEAA also administers
Development (GED) graduates other student aid programs,
in the state to receive a Byrd including
the
Kentucky
Scholarship this year. The leder- Educational
Excellence

Volunteer Training to be Tuesday
Calloway' County Middle School will have Volunteer Training
Tuesday. Aug. 17, at 9, a.m. To accommodate parent schedules a
second training will be held at 6 p.m. in the cafeteria at CCMS. If
you are planning to volunteer anytime during the 2010/2011 school
ycar. make plans to attend. Training is required annually before volunteering with the Calloway County Schools.

Revival being held at Aurora Baptist
Aurora Baptist Church will be in revival through Aug. 20. The
Rev. Brad Burns will be the featured speaker with special music
every night. Services start at 7 p.m. Babysitting available for nursery through third grade. Call 227-3700 for more information or for
a ride. Everyone is invited to attend.

North Pleasant Grove Cemetery, is in need of funds for upkeep of
the cemetery. Donations may be mailed to Margaret Nell Boyd,
1102 Vine St., Murray, KY 42071.

Hazel City Cemetery in need of funds
Hazel City Cemetery' is in need of funds for the upkeep of the
cemetary. Donations may be mailed to Keith Mangrum 1437 Old
Whitlock Rd . Puryear, TN 38251 or Patsy Bramlett P.O. Box 8,
Hazel. KY. 42049

The Kenlake State Park
Ladies Golf League met at
Kenlakc State Park, Aurora. on
Wednesday. Aug. I I. to play the
weekly golf league play. Nine
ladies were present.
The winners were Ina
Horton. Gloria Thies, and
Joanne Welsch.
Other players were. Kay
Norman. Rhonda Phumphry,
Brenda Land, Jeanne Vance,
Mary Madajczyk. and Mary
McCombs.
Mary' Madajczyk won closest
to the pin on hole # 4.
All interested lady golfsrs
are invited to play at 8 a.m. next
Wednesday at Kenlake State
Park Golf Course.

Bowling neetings scheduled given
The following bowling meetings are scheduled for August.
'Thursday night mixed - Aug. 19, 6:30 p.m.
Saturday Youth League - Aug. 21, 10 a.m.
Monday night Men's - Aug. 23. 6:30 p.m.
Murray USBC Association - General
Membership - Aug. 23, 7 p.m.
For more information, call Donna Darnell at 759-9246 or Corvette
Lanes at 753-2202.

Sally Alexander

Murray Chapter #616 of TOPS (Take Off Pounds Sensibly) will
nieet Tuesday from 9- I() a.m. at First Christian Church. Visitors are
welcome. For information call Sheila at 227-1723.

Local cemetery needs donations

Scholarship.
For more information about
college access in Kentucky'.
visit gotocollege.ky.gov. For
more
information
about
Kentucky scholarships and
grants, visit www.kheaa.com.
write KHEAA, P.O. Box 798,
Frankfort. KY 40602-0798: or
call (8001 928-8926, ext. 67372.

Konlake
ladies Golf

Whatever Happened to....

TOPS meeting Tuesday

Photo provided
GUEST SPEAKER: Murray State University s Rifle Head
Coach, Alan Lollar, left, was recently the guest speaker at a
Mayfield Rotary Club luncheon meeting. The meeting was
held at the Mayfield-Graves Country Club. Lollar updated the
group on this years rifle team and the upcoming schedule.
Pictured are, from left, Coach Alan Lollar with Rotarian and
past chair M.S.U. Board of Regents, Don Sparks.

Sally has not onla has a sera. buss and interesting life. lull ot achleaements hut
even now in her retirement. she continues to keep actiae with new interests
Besides traveling to 4S ot our 50 states. Sall) spent taselse sears on the Murraa
Independent School Board seraing stink. ot those years as chauman and awe chairman During that time she served as legislathe representatise tor the board .ekt
seised on the state legaslatiae commit:cc representing education ir the state
Sall) worked at MSU for 25 years Ten of those ears u ere in the Alumni Oft ice
and fifteen at Wrather Museum on campus serving as sesretary. curator and then
interim director She was also *de to Bust, School Adminisirator. Eh Alexander
and mother to three sons Eli. Jon & Stuart
Todaa Kentucka Colonel. Sally still leads a busy life residing at Hickory Woods.
Her past times are being a member of the magazine club in Murraa. play mg bndge.
knitting and c•oss stitchtng She regularly go,
n to breakfast or has colter as ith her
tnends Shr Irequently visits her sons in Nash,die and Paducah. ar.d also enjoys
her tamila in Murray She parucipates nurnerOUS ash% ities at Hkkor) Woods includmg me m:, tours. musical shows. shopping trips.
Plaahouse in the Park and eaen a Nisi! to the
apple orchard in the fall
Retiring at Hkkory Woods doesn't mean retiring from life It means getting reacquainted with
old friends and neighbors and making a lot ot
neu friends

Sally Alexander

Cemetery funds needed
The New Concord Cemetery is in need of funds to cover the
summer mowing season. Tax deductible contributions may be
mailed to Mac Coleman, 296 Buchanan Lane. New Concord, KY
42076.

Green Plain Cemetery needs funds

glish

Photo provided
BLANKETS: Western Baptist Hospital Auxiliary members Sarah Henry (left). Delphine
Melugin. Bonnie Cannon. Saundra Hill and Henrietta Watkins show off fleece blankets the
auxiliary purchased for palliative care patients at the hospital, The auxiliary donated material
for the blankets, then cut them into appropriate sizes and fringed the sides. Any groups that
would like to participate in the blanket prcject can contact Rita Driver, R.N., at (2701575-7695.
Westem Baptist Hospital's new palliative care program provides comfort to patients with
advanced or chronic illness and their families.

Due to the extreme heat.
ladies of the Murray-Country
Club did not play golf but
instead met to play cards. On
Tuesday. Aug. 17. Murray
Country Club is host
the TriState Tournament.
On Wednesday. Aug. 18.
weather permitting. golf will be
played. If the extreme heat continues, a game of cards can be
played.
For more information call
Linda Burgess who is the hostess.

Green Plain Cemetery is in need of funds to care for the mowing.
Persons may mail their donations to David Thompson, 3911
Murray-Paris Rd., Hazel, KY 42049

Special groups offered
Domestic Violence support/educational groups are currently
being offered on a weekly ba.sis. For more information on dates and
times call the Merryman House Domestic Crisis Outreach Office of
Calloway County at 759-2373.

Applications being accepted
Murray-Calloway County Chapter of Habitat for Humanity is
now accepting applications from families who would like to be considered for its next house. Applications are available at the
Calloway County Public Library. Habitat is reading to start construction of its 13th house. For information e-mail to murraycallowayhabitat@yahoo.com or leave a message at 761-6055 or 753°323.

Class of 1990 plans reunion
The Calloway County High
School Class of 1990 will hold
its 20-year reunion on Friday
and Saturday, Aug. 27-28.
On Friday. Aug. 27. at 6 p.m.
class members are invited to
meet at the CCHS vs Murray
High Schm4 football game at
Murray
State
University.
Stewart Stadium for a family
tailgate event. A tent will be in
the Murray State University stadium parking lot.
On Saturday, Aug. 28. at 7
p.m. there will be a casual social
at the Murray Country. Club.
The cost %kill be $50 for couple
anti 525 for single. Checks may
be mailed to Kristi Graham
Hopkins. 116 Murray Estates
Dr.. Murray. KY 42071.
For more information contact

Tina
Butler
tinaward(Owk.net

Ward

Hickory Woods
at

R ettrernt-nt

Center

84 Utterback Road
Murray, Kentucky 42071
12701 754-8700 • 1 -88S-211-;014

Back To School Items!
as,
A.§

Shop online! http://1 intagerose.egbreeze.corn

303 N. 12th St.• NItirraN. KY • 759-2100• Mon.-Fri.

10am-5 pm • Sat. 10am-2 pm

Home & Auto insurance Discounts
KENTUCKY FARM BUREAU DISCOUNTS
Security Systerns
.Home/Auto Combo
kyfti.com/calloway

up to 20%
,.up to 30%
Multi Aid() 10%
Plus Many Others!
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Happy Birthday

Help Wanted

MOM COMPUTERS

eV' Happy
27th
Birthday
Carlos!!
We love
you Daddy
xox.oxo
Love,
Kylee &
Frank ie
The Best Daddy
In The liVorldnr

GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER

moNni
CALL 753-1916
ATTN.
Tobacco
Farmers. Sawdust and
wood chips available.
270-978-1942
KINDERMUSIKRegister now for Fall
Gasses. Classes avail
able for ages Newborn
5-years old. Register
by calling (270)7533763 or (270)978-1960
NOTICE
Advertisers are
requested to check
the first insertion of
their ad for any error.
Murray Ledger &
Times will be responsible for only one
incorrect insertion
Any error should be
reported immediately
so corrections can
be made.
THE Murray Ledn,er &
Times corsiders its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own ask. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times. nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activites.

JUST give us a call,
we'll be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try tc find,
Cause we aff have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger & Times

Call 753-1916

INSURANCE
billing
clerk tor medical office.
Experience required
Send resume with references to P0 Box
1040
LOCAL
Child-Care
Certer seeking director.
Experience
a
MUST, prefer administrative
experience.
Must meet qualifications set forth by State.
Send resume to 814
Coldwater Rd.. Murray,
KY 42071. NO PHONE
CALLS
PLEASE.
Salary + benefits
PAINTING contractor rs
recruiting experienced
professional Journeymen painters. Must
have 4-,rears professional painting experience
To apply call
753-6895 & leave voice
message No walk in
applicants accepter:
EOE

Water District Manager

Serykte Sales
Repairs/Upgrades

General Duties Supervise constructon, maintenance. and cleanliness of water distnct in compliance with established procedures and standards and federal, state and administrative regulations Supervises the installation new services and maintenance of existing services including checking lineceplacing meters Locate
waterlines and valves and maintain records and
maps of the district Check system for svater
leaks and Insures all leaks are repaired Insures
daily logs. wort( orders are completed accurately and in timely manner and works with customer on complaints and attends to their,
resolution. Insures all proper paperwork is completed daily monthly. quarterly and annually
Must be able to respond to calls in emergency
situations at all hours The duties listed above
are not intended to cover all of the duties and
responsibrirties

759.3556

lEexip
derience Would prefer knowledge of water
distnbution business or related
There are no benefits and salary will be based
upon experience within an
approved range
Interested parties may mail a resurne to :
P.O. Box 1040-R Murray, Kentucky 42071.
Resumes will be accepted until
Fnday, August 20, 2010.
EOE

Local Sales Agent
Dont find a sales job, find a sales career.
Combined Insurance is looking tor quality
individuals to ioin its sales force. We provide
training, a training completion bonus
Comprehensive benefits & leads tor your
local market For more information contact
Josh Johnson at (270)293-9498

EOE

Accepting
lesumes

.

AIL sales careers

posthbos
Semi to
PO i3Ox 363

8 other

."

-Murray KY
:2071

Butthaven of Benton is currently accepting
applications for State Registered Nursing
Assistants.We offer competitive wages
and an excellent benefit package
Apply in person at
Britthaven of Benton
2607 Main Street Hwy 641 S Benton
KY 42025 EOEJAAE
NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE EOE/AAE

PRACTICAL

Dental

AssIsting •

/Registration is now
open Class begins on
Sept.
2010.
11.
Classes are scheduled
on Saturdays for 11
weeks. Allowing you tc
keep your present Job,
whtle you gain skills for
a rewarding career.
Most Dental Assistants
have evenings. weekends and holidays off.
Information
and
Registration
forms
available
at
www.bohledentatcom
Or call our office 27°442-0256. Financing
available. Enrollment
Sirloin Stockade. Now
Hiring.
Full Time
Bakery Prep Cutter
Experience preferred.
Apply in person.

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS EXIST

2 entry eve positions are available for qualified
professionals ro provide on-home services for
children and their famines. Penr.ynie Alled
Community Services. Inc is accepting resumes for
ar entry ieve position in its in-Home & Supers/1sec]
Visitation program on the Mayfietd office The
applicant must possess the following skills a team
player. willing to serve families & children.
excellent wntten & verbal communication skills, a
seif starter. honest, flexible & punctual. have a
working knowiedge of community resources &
abnity to make informed decisions independently
Training will be provided. A Bacheior's Degree in
Social Work or 4 years working ir human services
related field is required Please send resume by
Fnclay, August 13M to.
-Supervised Yiskation Position.

John Tedder. Executive Director
Pennyrile Allied Community Services. Inc.
Family & Community Intervention Programs
P.O. Box 549
Hopkinsviile. KY 42241
Pennyrde Allied Community Servicss. Inc. is
An Equal
e'
c/o Mr.
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Dependable.

AFFORDABLE CHILD
CARE ANY DAY. ANY
TIME 270-873-2029.

1177

GOOD
use stove
refrigeratre, aic unit
and storm windows
753-4109
WOULD like to "rent-tobuy 3 BR house with 5
to 10 acres 1 -937-5702920

All aluminum trailer,
4x6 wrth ramp. Gave
$800 for it. Will sell for
$400. 270-753-41371 or
270-293-0002
ALL new Queen pillow top mattress set. still in
plastic with warranty.
$170. Full Size mattress/box spnng, brand
in package
riew.
$140
Brand name
King pritow-top rnattress set, new in pies
tic, warranty, Must Sell
$280. Great Deal'
NASA Memory Foam
mattress set . riever
used. $350. Brano
name Twin mattress
set , still in plastic
$120. Can Deliver,
270-210-0616

CHRISTOPHER'S

lor sale at
Tenas-N-Treasures &
Heart of Hazel Dr Joe
Fuhrmanr, owner,
appraises
&
buys
coins 270-753-4161
COINS

Mattress Sale
Close Outs
Overstocks
Factory Seconds
270-767-1900
702 N Ian St
Muffey
WASHER & dryer,
motor home. Case
tractor, real estate lots.
Will consorter trades
753-4109 227-1546

Lock in pnce, single pay or
payment plan.
Irrevocable Medicaid
Approved

You are responsible for the deductible that
Medicare does not psy $1,024 on Part A: $135 on
Part 8 Call me for more information

Modernized Medicare
Supplement- Plan N
Limited Undenwriting
and Low Premium.
(A)Rated Company
Call For Details.
RON SALL1N
(Local Agent)
Phone 759-1566
Cell 210-2533

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS
()OS E South 12th St

(270) 753-1713

201 S. 3rd

.. .

.

relief as well'as on-sitc chair massage

.

.

• •••
.'753-9224,
PLEASE. LLAVT 141.Sti.AGI

Coirerical

Nitk MCCLURE OWNER .
. .SiNut: 1993 .

.

FOR Rent
Building o
Street. Cr
(502-314-f
details

THAISKS FOR j1D1I1L131EISINESS,
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DOG Obec
(270)436-2

•CERAMIC 'TILE * LAMINATE
'
VINYL • HARDWOOD * CARPET

'• August Spector **
''Min $30 •60 Min $50 • go Mtn $7i.'
'Mon-Sat 9:00 am

CHURCH
pews and
approxima
of ground.
KY.
Call (800)
or cell (93'
"Goocl" to
tionReady to p

' - OF MURRAY, KY
RFSIDENTIAL & COMMFRCIAL s

1 ler', IrCT4A, MAT'A
Specializing in therapeutic/rain

Murray, KY 42071

CAMP SEPTIC{LEANING

is' .

,,

•

!ern/ Isaac,liaren Isaacs. Orrnem

Massage Tfierayy
Party Reyes,

2-w53,,,-k.til

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home

753-7890 • 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

TT''''
Pis

Cher 4years exp.

c'ORKIE
$200.
Chihuahua
long-hair,
748-5575.

m""ro

Sales & Instafiation

,i

-Toorn
Vizitt ow- showroom.

•179
,7,

t

901'241'0149
.301 /4
.
- 12th • Suite

270)753-7728

T.'Murray, 1CY

Hann KY

,

NICE 2 bedroom, no
pets 753-9866
320
Apirtnents For Rent
1 OR 2br apts. nea
downtown
Murray.
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.
1BD. 1BA Apt $350
mo,
2BD. 1E3A Townhouse
$.485 mo
270-753-7559
1BR apartment & 1
room efficiency apartment, near campus,
available now. No pets,
No smoking Call 270753-5980
1BR fully furnished,
S250 per month. 7671580.

Appliances

Maki
Q_TR COMPANY DRIVERS
Dry Van Division
New Pay & Bonus Program
Benefits-Heatth, Dental, Life
Supplemental Insurance
Year Round Rder Program
Home most weekends
CALL TOLL FREE 800-737-2663

KY Registered Child
Care Provider has
openings for children
ages 6 months to 5
years
Reasonable
Rates' Call 270-2930374

Childcare

now enrolling
ages
1-5
years
Located at 810 Whitnell
by Neon Beach Fulltime rate is $110rwk
Part-time
rate
is
$23/day with a 2 day
minimum
270-767-

Avoid inflationary cost.

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

FREE HELP IN CLAM FILING FOR MY CLEM

work•on-

for manual labor at Murray
Recycling. Must be
able to work well with
the public & co-workers. work in extreme
weather conditions &
do heavy lifting if necessary. Please appty
person at 201 Woods
Road
NO PHONE
CALLS PLEASE

Center

CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S 12th
Murray

Dallas Willoughby
Pre-Arrangement Spectalist

Lou V. McGary
Does Your Policy Pay 100q of
the Deductibles?

753-3633

MATCHING
plaid
couch & loveseat $250
OBO 270-759-4887

ented person

Christian

Cali Larry

MINIS'
•Inside
sir
•Secunt
*Safe
•We so
•We rer
753

1BR, price reduced,
various
locations.
Coleman
RE 7539898
2 bedroom. 2 bath, all
appliances included
82
Stanford
Dr
$550/month
and
deposit No pets Call
753-9999

Extremely nice one
bedroom in Hazel. We
pay the electric bill,
water. trash, and furnish all appliances
including washer &
dryer. Only $550/mo
You wont find a nicer
or cleaner apartmentl
(270)492-8211

LARGE 4bd, 2ba, hardwood floors. dishwasher. stove, fndge. washer, dryer hook-ups, ceiling farts. central air/
gas heat, firepiace,
large deck. fenced
back yard, large 2-car
garage, water and
trash included. $925 1 year lease. references
and deposit required
Call (270) 873-4791

LARGE, 3BR, 2 ful,
bath, all appliances,
C/H/A, lawn service
227-5173
Nice 1BR, furnished
apartment for rent
270-753-3474

GLC
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Ceti: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m M-F

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES
1850 St.
121S
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562

2005
Combinatio
Trailer.
I
S11,000.

4 Va
Square
Cali 270he'ore
Futrell
Horse
SIM

or

S12

Hay i
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Anis
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056
TOP of the line 3BR
2 5BA, all appliances.
garage with opener
907A N 20th St 7535344

„P&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
corner of
& Glendon,
10X10$7.5

Giving swat)

10x15540

1270i 436-2524

somelbtrig

10 mfl
of

•
270-29
270-2'

i270) 293-6906

(lir free?
e

ill

rut. it (nr,r

SL 11(* RIBE

fr,r

o 1..1.

753-191()

Arta-

Find out what's
happening
this summer...

r

WANTED:

2 Mechanics VVanted
Must have own tools.
Appiy in person at
Holland Auto Repair
407 S 4th St Murray

ANTIQUES.

PRI

- PREPLANNING -

INSURANCE

Wint lo Buy

BERMUDA
Square
Bales out of the bam
$4 50 each 270-2935381

PECO

BUSIRESS li SERVICE DIRECTORY

LOCAL childcare facility is looking for a fulltime teacher. exp preferred Call 753-2077
OFFICE and house
cleaning. references
available
270-2273049

Kirnball Artist Spine
Piano $500 0130 270
759-4336 leave mes
sage
PIANO lessens for
children age 5-teers.
$10.00 per 30 rr.inute
lesson Contact Kristin
(731)336-1787

RETIRED MILITARY
SPOUSE
SEEKING
HOUSES TO CLEAN
270-227-4502
Super Cleaning
Do you need your

house cleaned top to
bottom,Give
me a call 731-3363891
WILL clean houses

offices
Reasonable rates.
WOULD like to sit with
the elderly Do have
experience 933-0621

1st Full Ma
C
'
allouay

Rent Free

Garden

Downs
Apartments

Es.sex

1505 Diugutd Drive
IBR & 2BR Apo
270-753-8556

1 & 4BR Houses.
Lease
&
Deposi
Required.
270-7534109
1BR House for rent in
Murray Very clean
$375/mo plus deposit
270-978-7382
3BR. 1 & 1/2BA House
Large yard, W/D hookup. garage, NO PETS
$650/ +deposit. Call
270-436-5927 or 27°978-2)361

subscnbe to the

2005 16x84 Clayton
3BR. 2I3A. vinyl siding,
nice 270-489-2525
2BR & Lot $12,900
270-753-6012

Ext. 283 6
.
F goal op0ortunay

DUPLEX for rent, all
appliances

Included.

Call 767-9948.
LARGE 3BR apt.
needy remodeled, on
campus, C/KA, WAX,
1550 water. sewage &

trash furnished. no
pets. 293-3710 2934600

1

III KR AI
LEDGER &TIMES
I Horne Delivery I
Local Mail 11
I 3
1
I 6 leo.
$55.00 13 me. .......--$35.00
463.00
I 1 yr.
4105.00 6
1 yr.

Rest of KY/TN

$110.00

Ail Other Mail

,Prin,ar & KIN.11.11.011

Subscriptions
3 ow.

$70.50

$90.00
I yr._-.......-$120.00
mo.

4BR.
W/D.
1624
Hamilton
$700/mo,
next to MSU. 270-753°606

C eck

TDD 1-800-545-1833

1997 FleetwocK1 16x70
2BR, 2BA. excelten
condition.
270-978
9819 or 270-703-7634
2001.
3BR. 2BA.
Fleetwood
28'x44
334-585-0901 ask for
Betty

or

270-978-2194.

2BR. 2 full bath duplex,
all appliances & washer & dryer. cable &
water
furnished
$600/month. no pets
753-2225 or 759-1509atter 5.00
4BR, C/HrA, all appliances Coleman RE
753-9898

3 mo.
$75.00
6
$%.00
Yr -----...1145.00
1209 Dora
acre. corn
Melrose
2300 sqft,
updated.
garage/shc
port. encl
porch
S
http llinfott,
75. $185,01
2548 Appo

Money Order

Name

Check
us out
on the
Web!

St. Address,
1
11:

City
ayt
teime ph
S
Dta

Mail this coupon with pat inert I.,.
Murray Ledger & Times

3BR, 2BA

P.O. Box 1040
1

604

Murray, KY

42071
Or call 1270)75.3-1916

Sycat

or or
ty. $62K
270-227 2(
starter

a

dger & 'limes

!Olurra

INL.S

-

CLASSIFIEDS

Ledger & Times

MBC Storage

ABS• UTE UttliD AUCTION

10 X 10 and 10 X 20
Lights and Electricity
24/7 Surveillance
1900 N. " 2th St.
Behind Mu-ray Business Center

NEW HWY 3Ci FOUR LANE, COOK STORE TRAIL & NAMIsiONO NO., MURRAY, KY 42071

Thursday, August 19th 2010 @ 7:00 PM
(Gel LW/MLR tA,E4
(11.4(Jetry,

F Av,...

€1040,021,00,

FtJOB

i 753-2905

IN 8 TRACTS 8
, COMBINATIONS

-

-Non 12 pin

-!fed.

41E0P1 BEACH ,
NM STORAGE

Li

-Thuile sit
-Trtf.12 pit.

All Size Units
24/7 Surveillance
Climate Control

Electricity

VISA
mummi

812 Whitnell Ave.

753-3853
360
Sterne Rentals

ATTENTION:
HUNTERS.
FARMERS
8, INVESTORS

370
ommereiel Pros.
For Sale

al Home
`r 42071

ANING
MERCIAL ,

CHURCH building
pews and pulpit on
approximately. 1 acre
of ground, Murray.
KY
Call (800) 542-2827
or cell (9311 279-1267
Good" to "Fair" conditionReady to uset

[

ill
Coeinerics1 Prop. For Rent

WNI.R •

FOR RentCommercia
Building on South 4th
Street. Contact Parr
(502-314-8328)
for
details

IrSINISS

Pets & Supplies

11111
MINATE
• CARPET
Tom
Taylor

DOG Obedience.
(270)436-2858
YORKIE pup male,
$200.
Chihuahua pup male
long-hair, $125 270
748-5575

Morro,

,(KIR
,
A
Hazel, KY

GLC
ORAGE and
'ROPANE
119 E. Main
70) 753-6266
(270) 293-4183
n. - 4 p.m M-F

EY MINI
• E.HOUSES

St. Rt. 121S
ay. KY 42071
0-753-5562

RENTALS
NI-STORAGE
0 S.4TH St

Featherlite
2005
Combination
Fiorse
Trailer.
Like
new.
$11.000 270-293-5381
HAY
4 Varieties
Square Si Round

of 121 `, &(tiendak

VISIT HARRISAUTIONS COM FOR MORE PHOTO i• .
REAL ESTATE- Tract 1' : . - :‘, -es Tract 2* 24 275 Acres Tract 3"81
:: -. Tract 4'
i "- - Tract 5- 29 883 Acres Tract 6* 2 998 A ,s w.'
0,..-i tract 2* , 1 - - A, ii- Tract 8* 36 850 Acres
AUCTION HELD AT THE MURRAY COUNTRY CLUB
2200 COLLEGE- FARM RD. MURRAY. KY

FARM FOR SALE,
House & 69 acres 270474-8767 lino answer.
leave message
FSBO. 3 year
old
3BR, 2BA. 107 Pine St.
$59,500
270-5593385
New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Rivedield Estates.
SBL; Real Property
Professionals
293-7872
TO view all homes in
Calloway County go to
campbellreatty corn
470
asiorcycles & ATV's
2008 Kawasaki Vulcar
900CC. 1,100 miles
$5.000. Call 270-2279518
2007 Hartey Electra
Glide. standard. 7.000
miles Excellent condition $11,500
753-6321

Futreil Famis
Horse Poardinq
Stall or Pasture
$125/mo .
Hay-included

Call
270-293-7314 or
270-293-711')

HAIR

We Fingnce
hollandmotorsales com
270-753-4451
-

MUNI, irtfit.er

e. too., at

)ut what's I
pening
ummer...

Jibe to the

111ES

ADAMS Home
Improvement
Additions. Remodeling,
Roofing. Vinyl Siding.
Laminate
Floors.
Repairs. workers comp
Insured.
227-2617.
ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Systems
Dozer. back hoe, and
track
hoe
work
Installation and repair
on septic systems.
Now offering septic
tank pumping Major
credit cards accepted
978-0404
APPUANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Bereri

TRAVIS
ASPHALT
rasing. Scalcoalling
Ilauling
1 0Ns
I RAN IS

270-753-2279
CLOUD NINE
PHOTOGRAPHY
•Coupies
•EngageMent
•Weddings
•Children *Family
•Pets •Specral
Events
1270) 227-2831

in Murray
Professional Flight
Instruction
•Floght Review
•Discovery Flight

(270)873-2098
(270)925-5387

2005 Chevy Equinox
LT/AWD. 96K. Leather
sunroof,
loaded
25MPG. $12.700 270
704-9511

L&M
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing, Manicuring,
Landscaping &
Leaf Vacuuming
Satisfaction guaranteed
753-1816 227-0611

H.L. FORD ELECTRIC
270-435-4152 or
270-293-6902
NO JOB TOO .F MALL'

1-270-227-0587
Ali carpentry construction. Additions. remodeling, sagging rotten
floors, decks, home
mobile home repaii
Larry Nimmo
753-235

• Acckl:. &
pkkups
• lo4.411!, ouncaRtperatcd

seal Mall
,t Arra.)

1
1

-4110.00

Other nail
bscriptions
475.00
$%.00

Mit

,ment to

imes

171
)16
a

Hill Electric
Sine): 19s6
24 Noun mama
coin . Ind
I.Kensed & !maned
All !ohs big or small
1209 Doran Road. 1/2
acre, corner Doran &
Melrose 3BR. 3BA,
2300 scift. remodeled &
updated, 2 6 1/2 car
garagetshop, 2 car carport. enclosed back
porch
See ad at
http.//infotube.neta 1 85
75. 6185.000, 270-7592548 Appointment only.
3BR. 2BA 1.200sq.lt
604 Sycamore. Good
starter or invest property. S621(
270-227 2043

I 753-9562
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages. gutters,
junk & tree work
A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
removal
Trimming
stump grinding I,r;
wood Insured •
2839.

ROOFING Licensed
folly
and
insured
Adam's
Home
Improvement
270-227 261 7

WILL emcve Dead
Trees & Shrubs 4354645

.c.,ornmercial &
Residential
•Asphalt Installatioh
& Mainterlince
40 yrs expenence

THE Murray Ledger &
Times - onsiders ,ts

Appliance ,
liteparr
ALL BRANDS

Readers
,,fctrrat

Ward.Elkins
270-753-1713

rues mentioned bt- •
are believed to be ,r4
utable, The Murray
Ledger & Times nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatscuier for their
activities

WILKERSON
.ROOFING
• All Your
Roofing Needs
free Estimates

(270)489-2580
(270)832-1451

SUDOKU
Conceptis SudoKu

....-t'

11/

HALL'S WAS EL

MANAGEMENT

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784
Hamilton Uranite
iSt Marble

YEARRY'S
Service
Free
mates. Phone
2562. 227-0267

3
9 4
5 1
8
6 1
7 8
2
8 9
9
4

IIII

ROOF Leaking call a
professional
4354645

vex moi .1) I•

3
1

viwaisanissaKtkies.coni .
- A IMOr Albin,IIINAAki
"Roe RnekteeliteridAldfliterwe

Tree
esti436-

(

6

HI:%I. EST1TIE
%I CTION

7
8

2

Answer to previous puzzle

2 36
4 1 7

3 6
3 7
5 9
6
2

7

tom

HAPPY

5
8
7
3
1
6

CHASE Futrell Law,
Care 8yrs exp 293881 4
LAWN Care Service.
Reasonable
rates.
starting at 615. 27°753-2405. 270-978244
•
3 CRETE, LLC
Concrete Repair
Nc Job too small
27C-293-7971
www.3cretelic com

9
1
3
2
5
4

6
5
2
9
4
1

3

7 4 8
9 3 7
1 8 6
5 7 4
8 6 2
3 2 5

6
3
4
5
1
9
8

4
1
2
9
6
3
7

4

for
Tuesday, Aug. 17, 2010:
This year. much comes down
your path that could be very
exciting. The unexpected runs
riot in your life. encouraging
you not to take the status quo for
granted. Many of you will learn
to let go nf a need to control situations. Some of you will opt to
go back to school and learn
more in your chosen field. or go
into a new field of study. Travel
also could be very appealing. Be
open to letting go of certain
mental pictures. If you are single, you could meet someone
very exciting, only to suddenly
meet someone else equally as
exciting. Trust yourself to know
when yoe meet the right person.
If you are attached. the two of
you 'also gain through getting
away
from
your
routine.
Consider a second honeymoon.
SAGITTARIUS always is up for
adventure.
The Stars Shon the kind of
Day You'll Have: 5- Dy n
Ic
4-Positive: 3-Average: 2-So-so:
I -Difficult
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
***** A willingness to forge a
new path is nothing nevv for you.
Still, others need to see what
happens when you do just that.
Many will demonstrate interest
and admiration Be careful with
someone who is perpetually
stern. Tonight. Let your mind
wander.
TAURUS (April 20- May 20)
***vr* Listen to your instincts.
especially if you're confronted
with too much work. You could
be exhausted by your daily life
and work. Understand the importance of taking better care of
yourself
Tonight: The only
answer is yes.
GEmiNi(May 21-June 20)
***** Others are full of energy and vitality. You will be challenged to match their performance Focus on your goals A
child. loved one or new friend
wants your attention Tonight:
Know that you are not the
Energizer Bunny You need your

rest.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** Focus on accomplishment
and getting the job done. You
might feel pressured by 3 personal or domestic matter. You
are on top of your game; a boss
respects your skill at handling
pressure. Tonight: Accomplish
as much as possible.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Your imagination takes
you elsewhere. Unless you are
extremely agile and quick, others
could be upset. You are a natural
conversationalist. Force yourself
to screen calls and other distractions. Tonight: Let go.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** Your sense of direction
helps you cruise past an immediate hassle. Your finances draw a
lot of attention. Remember your
priorities. Value security more
than money when making decisions. Stay on top of a problem.
Tonight. Happy to go home.
LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct. 22)
*** You could try many different ways of communicating the
same message. The opportunity
to piactice this ability easily
could arise in a conversation.
Keep calling a key person who
you need to hear from. Tonight:
Chat over dinner.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Your inner voice pushes
you in a certain direction, especially regarding finances and
partnership. Follow through.
even if you cannot logically
explain what you are thinking.
Use care with someone you
meet today. Tonight: Your treat.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
***** Your spunkiness could
be daunting to many. If you
indulge in spontaneous behavior, you'll land on your feet. One
.associate or friend might be
taken aback, but many people
admire your independence.
Tonight: Whatever knocks your
socks off.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** Kick back and let others
demonstrate their ability to lead
and integrate different information You still could wind up doing
more than your fair share of
work. Others simply respect
what you say. Many are more
comfortable when you lead

Tonight. Use your instincts with a
boss or older friend.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Zero in on a key
desire. Meetings provide a wonderful platform for meeting new
people and also swapping -nformation. Understand that you
cannot see every option
Encourage others to play devil's
advocate. Tonight: Where peo
ple are.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
***** Understand what is
going on with a boss. You might
not like his or her style, but you
have little choice. Employ special care with your finances,
especially as a partner has very
different ideas from yours.
Tonight: Burning the midnight oil.

BORN TODAY
Actor Sean Penn (1960). actor
Robert De Niro f1943), actres
,
Maureen O'Hara (1920)
Jacqueline Bigar is on the
Internet at www.jacquelinebigar.com.
(c) 2010 by King Features
Syndicate Inc.

Call
753-1916
to place
an ad in

LEDGER & TIMES

Buying At Top Dollar Prices
Gold-18,K, 14K, 1OK, Dental r_j/\/\___,
Consnier Coins, I
•Sterling Jewe!ry & Flatware
6ota Er 5iiver For
Investment
.90% Silver Coins Up To 1964 c:-.1 Four *Ns
.40% Silver Halves 1965-1969 /,,, °':,;(7.t,,m,e,r ,
c
•Paper Money:$500-$1000 bills 12,°""mw 1-"nes'
•Old Large E3ank Notes &Confederate V\T-4
•Gold Coins, Proof Gold & Old Silver Dollars
•Proof & Mint Sets
• Entire Coin Collections

The Trusted Name fn A New Location...
.
._\

Hoskins Coin Er Goldixchqnge
3215 Irvin Cobi; Qr.',Paducah. Ky ,,,,,,ft,,,..,407;if;,„--igt,
\ o
,,,. t,'\,
1

27,4444-0444- 1
Visit's For All Your Coin fr Coin Collecting iCupplies!
___.-,HOURS:9 A.M.-4:30 PA.pAOPIDAY-SATURDAY

FREE
11-11 1114 It

753-8087

HOMETOVVT4
TREE S,ERVICE
losured ;Reliable
&Degendatate
Free Estimates
•.
Stump Remcwea
'Cetii70-293-4489 •
,t•-)me 70-437.3044 .

2
6
4
8
7
9

5

7

3 6 5 9 2 8

by lacqueline Bigar

BIRTHDAY

Ater Murdock • 2•fl-1722
Displa$ Hour. sd10.3 14

8 4 9 1

9 5 8 7 2 1

Horoscope

3301 St. Rt,12161.
YOUR.AEI
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753.1916

(270)759-0501

O'BRYAN TREE
& DEBRIS
• Locally owned
and operated
• Free Estimates
• Cie.& Ins
270-703-1021
.270-703-44X/5
.Johhny 013ryan

BROS.
PAVING

270--.447-3253• 270-475-48ix)0 8o0-38,0-43-18

LEARN TO FLY

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES

nu,,

OALIE MUMS,111101(FRiAUCTIONEER 4L le5142 456.21
IIMMIEIL NAMUR. ISRUKER/AUCTIONEER • Tr e(153(
REAM DI HARMS, REALIOR/AUC HOWER
IIEN BOLINGER REALTOR/AUCTIONEER
sass st. mt. .s North • 41:6114.1d. K1 42066
or b9(15 ProebrNie RA • goividninille. In 42200

530
Services Offered

))k)CR!By

iaa

3BR, 1BA, with large
shop North of Murray
753-0531
Close To Town and
beautifully remodledi
2BR
2BA,
with
garage/shop. on
Many extras,
acre
5129,900 FORSALEBYOWNER COM
#22760093

Cali 270-753-684P
he'ore 8.00pm

ICI-rntles eaSt
.0f Murray

OS25 10).15 SOO
701436-2524
70)2934906

314 Woodlawn
Avenue
3BR. 1 BA.
$74000
Mike Conley
Broker
270.293 3232

MITCHELL

(270)753-1916

GREAT CALLOWAY COUNTY FARO WITH ROAD FRONTAGE ON COOK STORE TRAIL
NEW HWY 80 FOUR LANE d HAMMOND ROAD' TILLABLE ACRES,
GOOD HUNTING GROUND'POTENTIAL BUILDING SITES,
HEAL fslAlt *ILL SELt AT 7 00 PAI TO THE HIGHEST 8100ER F t- .: tt ' t - -

460
Homes For Sale

$30
%muss Offerec

The Place to Start.... Murray Ledger & Times

FIF•

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
iiSecurity alarmed
.Safe & clean
OiiVe sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600.

From Hurray -0,
01P.i. ire., .-,' hoiit
74 Mire., ',. P'xierl
From Mayfield: rare
Rfltasi
.
Ak IA' 8,vv,
. I MiriN '(.3 Proper),
Signs Postedii

...

1

Nlonda). ‘ugust 16. 20111 • 7

Nissan of Paducah
Su casa

de la Garaniia por vida

Se complace en traerle
Al Senor Daniel Sanchez.

of Paducah
Home of tire Lifilime Warranty
Nissan

is proud to welcome

Daniel Sanchez.
Quien gustosamente le servira
para sus

Necesidades automovilisticas en espanol y en ingles.
Ilappy to assist you with all of your automobile
needs in both Spanish and English.
Llamenos al 270-443-0946
o vicitenos a su eonveniencia.
270-443-09.46 or stop by at your convenience.

3164 Park Avenue • Paducah, KY

Oder 120favorite $0A
Channels only

Go

Per Month
(for 12 months]

n-toem owt•va ard Ave.0 Nowt Velem.Nei NAGA,'toon PIANON•BwTil

PADUCAH LOCAL CHANNELS
NOW AVAHABLE IN
HIGH-DEFINITION!

Wood Electronics
403 Maple

St (On the Court Square)

Murray. KY

753-0530
MurrayDISH.corn

•

8• Monday, August Itt. 20111

Looking Back
Ten y ears ago
Forty years ago
Heather Ferguson. Isabel
Calloway County Chapter of
Duarte-Gras. Rebecca Raj Anne the Amencan Red Cross will be
Ferguson. Adam Blodgett and packing Christmas gift bags for
Matthew Parker have been cho- serviceman in Vietnam Sept. Isen for the internationally-known 30. according to Jean BlankenPaducah Symphony Children's ship. executive secretary.
C'hoir.
Wade Roberts. Murray. fire
Recent births reponed include control assistant of Western Disa boy. to kir. and Mrs. Jodie A. trict for Kentucky Division of
Lassiter.
Forestry. has been selected to
North Calloway Elementary attend a special Fire Prevention
School students are now selling Training School Sept. 9-10 at
coupon "sooks. "Fit for the DuPont Lodge. Cumberland Falls
Future." with a value of more State Park.
than S350 for a SIO donation.
Births reported include a girl
Each book contains coupons for to Mr. and Mrs. Robert Kempfood and entertainment.
ton and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Twenty years ago
Larry' Alexander.
George Kini. an I8-year vetFifty years ago
eran of the Murray Police DepartPublished are a feature story
ment. has been appointed as assis- and pictures about the Murray
tant chief af the department.
Silica Sand Company, owned
Need Line was presented a and operated by brothers, Taz
donation of S2.500 by Xi Alpha Ezell and Doris Ezell. The story.
Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi. This wit; written by Vade Bolton
was from proceeds of the Aits
During July the sale of Series
& Crafts Show held July 28 and E and H savings bonds in Cal29 at Fenton access area locat- loway County amounted to
ed near Kenlake State Resort S6,862. This raised the cumulaPark.
tive figure for the year to
Births reported include a boy $151.850.
to R'Cinia and Willie Bridges
Births reported include a girl
and a girl to Debra and David to Mr. and Mrs. Sam Crass and
Horn.
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Thirty years ago
Gerrain.
Calloway County Schools
Sixty years ago
have reached a record enrollA 40-minute power failure in
ment of 3.122 for this year. the north part of Murray startEnrollments are 1,010 for grades ed today at 9:10 a.m. The fail9 to 12 at Calloway High, 500 ure was caused by a limb falling
in grades 7 and 8 at Calloway across power lines. The local
Middle. and 1.612 in kinder- power crews had electricity
garten through sixth grades at restored at 9:50 a.m.
East. North and Southwest eleThe Rev. Orval Austin. pasmentary schtiols.
tor of College Presbyterian
Mac Fitts was elected a coun- Church, spoke about "How and
cilman by the Murray City Coun- Why We Should Have Better
cil to fill the vacancy created Movies' at a meeting of the
by the resignation of Dick Magazine Club held at the home
George.
of Mrs. Clyde Downs.
Births reported include a boy'
Marion Copeland and Donto Mr. and Mrs. Jacky L. Smith ald L. Sweet will be married
and a boy. to Mr. and Mrs. F.ddy Aug. 21 at North Pleasant Grove
Wright.
Cumberlarid Presbyterian Church.

COMICS / FEATURES
Mom resents lack of support
for sons' college expenses
DEAR ABBY: When my
two bc.iys were young, I agreed
to a reduction in child support payments with the understanding that my ex would
help later with their college
tuition. This was not put in writne.
No w
both
my
boy's are in
college and
their fath.zr
is refusing
to
help.
I
When
asked him to
at least help
Dear Abby with the
costs of their
hooks, he
By Abigail
said. "That's
Van Buren
what child
support was for." I guess I
should have seen this coming,
as he has been cruel and unreasonable toward me for the past
22 years.
What's more hurtful is my
sons have adopted their father's
attitudes. They have told me
their child support should have
been saved for college. I always
put my children first and feel
that all the hours I have worked
to pay foi college means nothing to them. Have you any
advice for me?
UNAPPRECIATED IN WISCONSIN
DEAR UNAPPRECIATED: Yes. Your first mistake
was not getting the agreement
with your ex in writing. The
second is in continuing to foot
the entire bill for your sons'
college education. It's time they
applied for scholarships, student loans and part-time jobs.
Close your checkbook and
make an appointment with a
lawyer, because your ex rnay

not be off the hook regarding
paying for the boys' education
to the extent that he thinks
he is.
DEAR ABBY: "Chad" and
I have been married for six
years. While we were dating,
I asked him if he was done
being in a band and in the
club scene. He said yes.
My dilemma is he has now
been asked to be in a band.
and he wants to do it. lie tolci
me he won't accept the offer
if I don't want him to, because
the issue was important to me
when 1 was considering marrying him. Now I find out he
has been telling me one thing
and the band guys another. He
is planning to join.
Am I wrong to be livid
about this? I know he enjoys
playing, which is why he was
drumming at church. But why
join a band now? Abby, he's
45! I'm upset but don't know
if I'm justified in being so. - NOT A BAND WIFE IN
TEXAS
DEAR NOT A BAND
WIIFE: You are upset because
you know your husband hasn't been truthful with you -telling you one thing and his
prospective band mates another. Also, the role of "band
wife" is one you specifically
wanted to avoid.
Not knowing Chad, I don't
know whether he loves music
or enjoys being in the spotlight. That's not something that
fades with age. Because you
can't stop him, be a sport and
let him shine. If he's good,enjoy
the extra income. If he's not,
this gig won't be forever.
0•111
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In 1858. a tzlegraphed message from Britain's Queen Victoria to President James Buchanan
was transmitted over the recently'
laid trans-Atlantic cable.
In 1894, George Meany, first
president of the AFL-C10. was bom
in the Bronx, New York.
In 1948, baseball legend Babe
Ruth died in New York at age
In 1954. Sports Illustrated was
first published by Time Inc.
In 1956, Adlai E. Stevenson
was nominated for president at
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the Democratic National Conven
lion in Chicago.
In 1978. James Earl Ray, convicted assassin of Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr.. told a Capitol Hill hearing he did not cotrunit the crime,
saying he'd been set up by a mysterious man called "Raoul.Ten years ago: Delegates to
the Democratic National Convention in Los Angeles formally nominated Al Gore for president. Sen.
John McCain, R-Ariz., was diagnosed witilt a second bout of
melanoma.
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Will MS respond
to herbals?
DEAR DR. COTT: Please give
me information on multiple sclerosis. Do you reconunend any holistic
or natural supplements that are
helpful in treating the condition'?
My 4I-year-old daughter-in-law
has lust heen diagnosed with it.

first. A spinal tap. MRI or electrical
testing might he considered. A
spinal tap can show abnormal levels of white blood cells or proteins.
The MRI can detect lesions of
myelin loss caused by MS.
Electrical testing can trigger the
brain to respond to outside stimuli.
An MRI may not provide proofpositive results. however. because
the lesions detected could be
caused by other conditions, including lupus and Lyme disease.
While there is no cure, there are

-thank you.
Your column
is
very
informative.
DEAR
READER:
Multiple sclerosis is an
autoimmune
disease that
occurs when
Dr. Gott the body's
immune system destroys
By
the protective
Dr. Peter Gott
sheath covering the nerYes. This. in tum, interferes with signals between the brain
and the remainder of the body,
resulting in nerve detenoration.
Symptoms vary' from person to
person but can include an inability
to speak or walk. dizziness. tremor,
unsteady. gait. double or blurted
vision, weakness on one side of the
body at a time or on the bottom half
of the body. Increases in body temperature can worsen symptoms.
The disorder can affect anyone at
any age but conunonly begins
between the ages of 20 and 40, with
Caucasians at the top of the list.
Women are more likely to develop
MS than are men. Heredity' plays an
important role except in the case of
identical twins. Should one twin be
diagnosed with MS. the second has
only a 25 percent to 30 percent
chance of developing it. People also
appear more susceptible if they
have other autoimmune disorders.
such as type I diabetes, a thyroid
disorder or inflammatory bowel
disease.
Diagnosis can be difficult
because other disorders with similar symptoms must be ruled out

medications, such as corticosteroids

to reduce intliunmation. and glatirarner. which protects the myelin
(the fatly substance that covers
nerve fibers) and prevents it from
being attacked Another procedure

patients might consider is imerferons tproteins that protect a.anst
vital infection), which appear to
slow the progression of MS. The
downside is that interferons can
cause liver damage. Theo there's
physical therapy. obtaining sufticient rest, avoiding extreme heat,
and eating properly. Because mental stress can accompany MS,counseling and support groups are
endorsed.
Herbal remedies are a long shot
but coutd include omega-3 fatty
acids, such as is found in freshwater
salmon. and bromelain, a substance
extra.cted from pineapple that is
thought to control pain and inflammation. Before trying either of
these remedies, I would recommend your relative speak with her
physician to obtain his or her opinion. Your daughter-in-law should be
under the care of a specialist who
can guide her through this ordeal.
Many people do not require any
treatment in the early stages, while
others will fare better with a more
aggressive approach.
To provide related information, I
am sending you a copy of my
Health
Report
"Medical
Specialists."

Hints From Heloise

By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, Aug. 16. the
228th day of 2010. There are 137
days left in die year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Aug. 16, 1977, Elvis Presley. died at his Graceland estate
in Memphis, Tenn., at age 42.
On this date:
In 1777. American forces won
the Revolutionary' War Battle of
Bennington.
In 1812, Detroit 141 io British
and Indian forces in die War of
1812.
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Serial
SEND A GREAT HINT TO: for the phone, it's instantly visCopying
Heloise
ible in my purse. and best of
Dear
P.O. Box 795000
all. it's free! -- Kris in TenHeloise: The
San Antonio, TX 78279-5000 nessee
other
day.
Fax: 1-210-HELOISE
QUICK ID
our
office
E-mail
Dear Heloise: My helpful
manager Heloisern0Heloise.com
hint is to hang black pants on
needed the
FAST FACTS
one color hanger and blue pants
serial numDear Heioise: A good fin- on another color. This makes
bY
ber for my gernail polish is useful in so getting dressed faster in the morn1144011110
office laptop. many ways. Place a dot of your ing. Takes the guessing out of
I made a favorite color on:
whether it is a pair of black or
COMPLETE
* The bottom of vases and blue pants ? -- A Reader in Santa
COPY of the back using the dishes for easy identification.
Mitna. Calif.
copy. machine. Now as new equip* The inside of children's
SOUND OFF
ment and computers come in, shoes, so they can identify them
Dear Heioise: Will you please
we're copying the back and label- easily.
tell people that when they leave
ing whose equipment it is.'Lots
* Labels of a child's coat and a voice message to slow down
less work than constantly look- garments to ID at school.
and give their name and phone
ing for stuff, and avoids typos.
* The center part of the sheet number if they want to be called
This is an easy way to store you tuck under the mattress.
back. or if the message is imporcrucial information about home
* Backs of jewelry for ID.
tant. This past week I have
computers and other small appli-- Marie Poage, Houston
missed two messages because
ances. I've also put copies in
Purple and red nail polish are the name was not clear and the
my safe-deposit box.
my favorites! I use nail polish phone number was so fast I
For bigger items, like my to mark my hammer. screwdriv- couldn't get it. I am sure the
washer and dryer. I used my er and othcr tools. etc.. so they one message was important: I
digital camera to take a photo don't walk away from my tool played it about four times. -of warranty/serial number infor- drawer in our kitchen! -- Heloise Kay in Ohio
mation. Saves a lot of work and
EASY FIND
How right you are. Readers,
time. -- Juanita in Texas
Dear Heloise: I was forever please state your name and callGood hint, because many digging into my tote bag or back phone number SLOWLY,
times those serial numbers are purse for my cell phone when repeat, and spell any tricky words.
extremely difficult to get to or it rang. I devised a bright-blue
Heloise
even read! While you are doing (or any other bright color will
fc)2010 by King Features Synthis. jot the number down in the work) carrier by using a sock dicate Inc.
manual if it's not listed. -- Heloise slipper. It provides a soft sleeve
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Cafe offerings
Convene
Polka or waltz
Verdant
Playwright Burrows
Dijon denial
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Midas' desire
Haste
Raid
Writer Chekhov
Stage comment
Baseball manager Joe
Astaire's partner
Keats poem
Yale students
Center of activity
Heir, often
Gents' dates
Whttehr,rse setting
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To the time that
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PREP VOLLEYBALL

MSU FOOTBALL

Calloway
vanquishes
district
winless
streak
VICTORY OVER
CFS GIVES
LADY LAKERS
2ND AT
CARDINAL
CLASSIC
Stall Swart
Calloway County finally
ended its winless streak versus
4th District competition dating
back to August 2007 with a
straight-set
victory
over
Christian Fellowship Saturday at
the Livingston Central Cardinal
Classic.
The win won't count in the
district standings. but it helped
the Lady Lakers claim second
place in the three- tearn tournament after losing to CFS earlier
in the day.
Calloway went just 1-3 in the
tournament,
falling
to
Livingston Central twice and
splitting
with
Christian
Fellowship, but the 25-19, 25-22
victory over the Lady Eagles in
the tournament round gave
Calloway a berth in the championship match.
Livingston defeated the Lady
Lakers in the final, 25-10. 25-18.
Calloway opened the day with a
25-8, 25-15 loss to Livingston,
then fell to CFS 25-18, 25-23.
Outside hitter Lexie Watson
and setter Allison Rogers were
named to the All-Tournament
team.
Watson led the Lady ',Akers
with 17 points total throughout
the tournament. She also served
up nine aces, notched nine kills
and dished out two assists.
Rogers contributed 13 points, 12
kills, eight assists and three aces.
Calloway also got a big day
from Kristen Dennis, who added
14 points, served an ace, and
contributed two assists and two
kills. Ashleigh Wolfe added
eight points, an ace and five
kills.
Dera Hale was the Lady
Lakers' assist leader with 15
while also scoring seven points
and notching an ace.
Samantha Darnell tacked on
four points and five kills and
Chance Overbey added one
assist.
Calloway improved to 2-4 on
tilt se,ason and will begin 4th
District play Tuesday night
when Marshall County visits
Jeffrey Gymnasium. Varsity
garne time is set for 7 p.m.

PREP GOI,F

Lakers
place 20th
at K.I.T.
REGION FOE
ST. MARY IS
5TH AT
LOUISVILLE
TOURNEY
Staff Repast
Calloway County's boys finished 20th out of 30 teams in
another state-toumament-esque
field at the K.1.T. in Louisville
on Saturday, the second bignarne toumatnent in which the
Laker% have participated this
season.
Calloway shot 329 as a team,
while Louisville St. Xavier took
top honors with a team 290 at
Nevel Meade Golf Course.
Hunter Garrison paced the
Lakers with a 77. Daniel Harper
shot 83 while Chasten Howard
It See GOLF, 10

TOMMY DILLARD / Ledger & Times
Senior wide receiver Daniel Ard watches this ball into his hands during Saturday morning's scrimmage at Roy Stewart
Stadium. The scrimmage displayed Murray State's depth at the wide receiver position as the Racers broke camp and prepared to laegin classes
this week.

Receivers rule day
EHRHARDT,BROCKMAN
STILL LOC1KED IN
COMPETITION FOR QB SLOT
By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Editor
After 17 practices in a weekand-a-half time frame. Chris
Hatcher knows where his team
will make its living.
Saturday's scrimmage may
have proven it to rest of the
world.
Hatcher. the
first-year
Murray State head coach,
acknowledges the Racers don't
have much depth on the field,
except at one position — wide
receiver.
In fact, he thinks the unit
might be one of the most talented in the Ohio Valley
Conference. Fans who braved
110-plus degree heat indeces to
watch the Racers close out
camp at Roy Stewart Stadium
Saturday moming saw die reasons firsthand.
Senior wideout Marcus
Harris. one of two Preseason
All-OVC selections on Murray
State's roster, fought off a
defender to catch the first touchdown pass of the session on an
underthrown ball from Jeff
Ehrhardt.
Later, Arthur Brackett pulled
off a one-handed grab in the
back of the end Lone, rescuing

A CLOSER LOOK
A look at each score of Saturday s
scrimmage
▪ On the opening possession quarteiback Jeff Ehrhardt helped lead Me
team on a 12-play drive. starting wrth
bacit-to-baes completions to Marcus
Harris for a first down Ehrhardt later
connected with Daniel Ard on a 13-yard
connection. Runnmg back Dexter
Barnett pocked up a first down with an
eight-yard pickup before Ehrhardt
capped the dnve with a 20-yard connection with Harns
•Junior wide receiver Patrick
Robertson took a pair of screen passes
on the second drive and turned them
into big gains, but Me defense stiffe.ned
and stopped the drive
II The defense tound its way into the
end zone on the next ,enes as corrier•
back Dontrell Johnson stepped in front
of a pass and returned the interception
32 yards for tne touchdown
II Running back Mike Harris broke off
a pair of big runs to set the offense up
in the red zone A lew plays later, quarterback Casey Brockman found Ard tor
a touchdown
▪ Freshman quarterback Marshyl
Rothman showed hes ability as a runner as he weaved his way tnto the arm
zone from 14 yards out

Casey Brockman from a throvi.
that would have otherwise gone
as an incompletion.
On the first drive of the day.
Patrick Robertson caught a
short screen pass on the right
side, then reversed field completely to run for a first down on

TOMMY DILLARD / Ledger

Times

Quarterback Jeff Ehrhardt (left) wipes sweat from his face as Harris Bivin savors a taste
of cold water during Saturday's scrimmage. Heat indeces on the field approached 115
degrees at kickoff.
the left sideline. Later, tion helps sleep at night come
Robertson caught another short more quickly.
pass and broke several tackles,
"That makes my job easier,
fighting his way to move the knowing I don't have to be perchains again.
fectly accurate on every throw,"
For Ehrhardt and Brockman, says Ehrhardt. "I can just kind
the breadth of talent at the posi- of throw it in the vicinity. I

think you saw a hale bit of that
talent out there today. The tough
thing about playing quarterback
with all these receivers is that if
I throw Marcus a ball on one
NI See SCRIMMAGE, 10

KENTUCKY BASKETBALL

Cats win Canadian exhibition
KNIGHT LEADS UK WITH 31 POINTS
AS CATS PLAY FIRST OF THREE
By the Itasselatsd PONS
All-America honors.
WINDSOR Ontario (AP) —
"Brandon scores 31 points on
Kentucky coach John Calipari 19 shots, makes every free throw
has already started tuming a top- and doesn't tum the ball over his
notch recruiting class into part of first time out." Calipari
"Let
a team that hopes to contend for a me say this guys. he was nervous
national championship.
before the game. He wanted to go
Die Wildcats started a three- throw up. I said, 'If you don't
day, three-game exhibition series have butterflies and aren't nervin Canada on Sunday night, ous before the game you probably
defeating the University of shouldn't play for me.'"
Windsor 95-62.
Wall was one of five Kentucky
Two rnonths before official players — including DeMan:us
practice even begins, incoming Cousins, Wall's classmate and
freshman point guard Brandon fellow All-America. — who left
Knight led the Wildcats with 31 school early for the NBA.
points. Knight is supposed to fill
Knight displayed a vast array
the sneakers of John Wall. who or skills, most notably a burst of
led Kentucky' to 35 wins last sea- speed that only Wall could match
son as a freshman while earning Knight repeatedly blew by

Up Next
Canada Exhibition Series
Today: vs Western Ontanu 6 p m (at
Windsor
Tuesday: vs Windsor 10 a m at
Woctsori
'Games televised on MY 49 WDKA and
c.an be heard on Big Blue Sports
Network

Windsor players — and even his
own teanunates — as he sprinted
down the court for another layup.
"He's super fast," Windsor
guard Monty Hardware said.
"He's super. super fast."
'The 6-foot-3 Knight had seven
rebounds and four assists.
"I've told people he is a different point guard than the ones Tv e
had but he can be just as effectiv
in a different way." Calipari said.
II See WILDCATS, 10

JERRY S
MENDOZA / AP

Kentucky's
DeAndre
Liggins makes
an easy layup
off a fast break
against
the
University
of
Windsor s Isaac
Kuon (11) during the first halt
of an exhibition
game at St.
Denis Centre on
Sunday
Windsor.
Canada.
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Andnis boots
three field
goals; 49ers
beat Colts
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Haverstock Insurance Agency
Nobody can protect your A UTO
' ny better than we can!
211 12th St .Murray- KY • 753-3415
Van Haverstock

FORMER MSU
MHS KICKER
KICKS LONG OF
44 YARDS

SCOREBOARD
First Region Volleyball
All Times CDT
Saturday
Livingston Central 2, Calioway Co 0
(25-8, 25-15)
Cnristian Fellowship 2, Calloway Co 0
(25-18, 25-23!
Calloway Co 2. Christian Fellowship 0
(25-19. 25.22)
Livingston Central 2, Calloway Co 0
(25-10 25-18)
Today
Hickman Co at Carlisle Co 6 p m
Mayfield at Murray 7 p m

Staff Roped
Former Murray High School
and Murray State University
kicker Shane Andrus kicked
four extra points and three field
goals for the San Francisco
49ers during their 37-17 preseason
victory
over
the
Indianapolis Colts Sunday.
In the second quarter, he
notched two extra points, followed by two field goals in the
final minute of the first half. The
first, a 37-yard kick, came after
a seven-play, 1:39 drive with 47
seconds left. The second was a
35-yard boot at the end of the
half after a 3-play, I4-yard
drive.
In the second half, Andrus
had one extra point in each quarter and a 44-yard field goal in
the fourth quarter that capped a
10-play, 53 yard drive.
The 49ers next take the field
Sunday, August 22 against the
Minnesota Vikings. Kickoff is
scheduled for 8 p.m.

KENTUCKY
FOOTBALL

Receiver
McCaskill
out with
knee injury

1

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) -Kentucky junior wide receiver
Gene McCaskill will rniss the
2010 season after tearing his anterior cruciate ligament in a
Saturday scrimmage, head coach
Joker Phillips announced Sunday.
McCaskill was thini on the
Wikkats depth chart and was
expected to depth to an alreadydeep receiving corps. Phillips
said he still believes depth at
receiver is strong but it leaves the
Wildcats prone to injury trouble
during the season.
Phillips
said
McCaskill
offered his tetun different elements than his other receivers.
"He's a little bit quicker than
some of the big guys because he's
smaller," Phillips said. "He's
been very dependable around
here. He started in the Liberty
Bowl as a true freshmtm. He
knows what to do. That's the
thing. he's able to play faster than
some of the other guys because
he knows what's going on
because he's gotten so many, reps
amund here."
Wide receivers coach Tee
Martin said the team ha.sn't decided who will move up to No. 3 on
the depth chart: candidates
include sophomores La'Rod
King. E.J. Fields and Aaron
Boyd. McCaskill is expected to
use a redshirt anti have two years
of eligibility remaining when he
returns in 2011.
"That's the thing about not
redshirting and kids playing as
freshmen, it gives them a chance
down the road if something happens like this." Phillips said.

•Golf
From Page 9
came in at 84, Brock Sinunons
finished et 85 and Matt
McReynolds shot 86.
Head coach Steve Smith said
his squad WaS plagued by big
numbers on individual holes as
several golfers racked up eight
and nine strokes once, but
turned in strong performances
the rest of the way.
Calloway had two matches
canceled last week due to heat
and didn't get a practice round at
Nevel Meade.
First Region foe St. Mairy
flexed its muscles, finishing
fifth in the field with a team
score of 309. Lexington
Christian placed second at 297.
West Jessamine was third at 301
and Corbin placed fourth at 306.
The Lakers travel to Silos
Golf Course in Paducah today to
take on Heath at 4 p.m. The
Lady Laker% will battle Heath at
Silos at 4 p.m. Tuesday.
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The Calloway County volleyball team placed second in the Livingston Central
Cardinal Classic on Saturday. Lexie Watson and Allison Rogers both made the AllTournarnent team.

•Scnmmage
From Page 9
play, I'm thinking that's one play
I didn't thmw it to Pat."
Hatcher says one of the
biggest surprises he received
when he arrived at Murray State
was the number of talented
receivers on his roster, and he
aims to more or less run the
offense through them. On
Saturday, the Racers employed
four wide receivers on most
every play from scrimmage. primarily throwing short passes
and allowing Harris, Robertson
and company to make moves in
the open field.
"That's the group that really
has the ability to make us go,"
Hatcher said. "We've got to find
ways to consistently get them
the ball in space. I can't imagine
too many other teams in our
league having a group of
receivers like we've got."
Whether
Ehrhardt
or
Brockman will be the quarterback primarily responsible fOT
getting the ball to those wideouts is yet to be determined.
Hatcher says he wants to see
greater consistency from both.
and both were responsible for
an interception on Saturday.
Ehrhardt quarterbacked the
No. 1 team in the scrimmage
and has generally been running
the top offense in practices. He's
recovered well from shoulder
injunes last season and a knee
injury in the
spring, and
appears to be healthy going into
his senior year.
Hatcher says neither quanerback has stepped up and won
the job. and that if he had to
make a decision today, it would
be a subjective one. Footwork is
an area of concern for both
Ehrhardt and Brockman.
"With our quarterbacks, the
footwork is just very poor.' says
Hatcher, who was a former
Division 11 National Player of
the Year as quarterback at
Valdosta State. "It's something
that we've worked and worked
with since I've been here. It hasn't become natural for them yet,
and sometimes they revert back
to what they were doing when I
first got here."
From a leadership standpoint, the former Georgia

First Region Soccer
Boys Soccer
All Times CDT
Today
Community Christian at Union Co 5.30
rn
St Mary at Redland. 5 45 p.m
Lone Oak at Mayfield, 7 p m
Girls Soccer
Today
St Mary at Reedland, 7 15 p m
Paducah Tilghman at Tngg Co . 7 15
pm
American League
At A Glance
All Ttmes CDT
By The Associated Press
East Division
W
L Pct GB
New York
72 45 615
-Tampa Bay
71 46 607
1
Boston
67 52 563
6
Toronto
62 55 530
10
41 77 34731 1/2
Baltimore
Central Divialcm
W
L Pct GB
Minnesota
68 50 576
—
C hicago
65 53 551
3
Detroit
57 60 48710 1/2
Cleveland
49 69 415
19
Kansas City
49 69 415
19
West Division
W
L Pct GB
Texas
67 49 578
—
Los Angeles
60 59 504 8 1/2
Oakland
57 59 491
10
Seattle
46 72 390
22
-Saturday's Games
Tampa Bay 7 Baltimore 3
Detroit 3 Chicago White Sox 2
Seattle 9 Cleveland 3
N Y Yankees 9 Kansas City 3
Mtnnesota 2. Oakland 0
Boston 3, Texas 1
L A Angels 7, Toronto 2
Sunday's Garnets
Cleveland 9. Seattle 1
Tampa Bay 3. Baltimore 2
Detroit 13, Chicago White Sox 8
Kansas City 1 N Y Yankees 0
Minnesota 4. Oakland 2

Texas 7 Boston 3
Turonic 4. L A Angels 1
Mondey's Games
Detrort iScherzer 7-91 at N Y Yankees
(Vazquez 9-8) 6 05 p m
Seattle (Fister 4-8) at Bartimore
(Bergesen 4-9). 6 05 p m
Texas (CI Lee 10-5) at Tampa Bay
(Price 15-5), 6 10 p m
Toronto (Marcum 10-6) at Oakland
(Bre Anderson 3-31 9 05 p m
National League
At A Glance
All Times CDT
By The Associated Press
East Division
W
L Pct GB
-Atlanta
68 49.581
Philadelphia
66 51 564
2
New York
58 59 496
10
57 59 49110 1/2
Flonda
Washington
51 57 43217 1,2
Central Division
W
L Pct GB
Cincinnati
67 51 568
—
1
St I ours
65 51 560
Milwaukee
55 64 46212 1/2
Houston
51 65 440
15
Chicago
17
50 68 424
Pittsburgh
39 78 33327 1.2
West Division
W
L Pct GB
San Diego
69 47 595
—
San Frarrisco
67 52 563 3 1/2
Colorado
61 56 521 8 1/2
Los Angeles
60 58 508
10
47 72 39523 1/2
Arizona

Saturday's Games
Chicago Cubs 3. St Louis 2
San Francisco 3, San Diego 2. 11
innings
Anzona 9. Washington 2
Houston 3 Pittsburgh 2
Cincinnati 5 Floncla 4
L A Dodgers 2 Atlanta 1
Philadelphia 4 N Y k4ets 0
Milwaukee 5. Colorado 4 10 innings
Sunday's Games
Cincinnati 2, Florida 0
Washington 5. Anzona 3
Atlanta 13. L A Dodgers 1
Houston 8. Pittsburgh 2
Chicago Cubs 9, St Lours 7
Colorado 6. Milwaukee 5
San Diego 8. San Francisco 2
Philadelphia 3 N Y Mets 1
Monday's Games
Flonda (Volstad 6-81 at Pittsburgh
(Ja McDonald 1-2). 6.05 p m.
L.A Dodgers (Billingsley 9 7.i at Atlanta
(Hanson 8 8). 6 10 p.m
N Y Mets (Nese 7-5) at Houston
(W Rodrguez 9-111. 7 05 p m.
San Diego (Correia 9-71 at Chicago
Cubs (Gorzelanny 6-6), 7 05 p.m

SportsBriefs
TOMMY DILLARD / Ledge; Tmes
Wide receiver Patrick Robertson eludes severai tacklers
during Saturday's scrimmage Robertson gained a first
down on the play, and another earlier in the drive when he
caught a short screen pass and reversed field completely.

▪ The next MHS Tiger Booster Club meeting will be Wednesday,
Aug. 18 at 5130 p.m. in the Munay High School cafeteria. All coaches,
sports representatives, parents and other interested individuals are
encouraged to attend.
▪ Corvette Lanes announces the following schedule for league
meetings: Siinday Night Mixed Couples (Aug. 15, 6:30 p.m.), Thursday
N.ght Mixed (Aug. 19, 6:30 p.m.), Saturday Youth League (Aug. 21, 10
a.m.), Monday Night Men's (Aug. 23, 6:30 p.m.), Murray USBC
Association General Membership (Aug. 23, 7 p.m.). For more inforrnation, call Donna Damell at 759-9246 or Corvette Lanes at 753-2202.

Southern coach says he would freshman this season.
feel comfortable with either
Hatcher said he would like to
Ehrhardt or Brockman behind redshirt Wicks, who rushed for
center.
1.400 yards in his senior season
"They have different ways of at Murray arid was the team's
leading, but they're both good at leading tackler. but may be
it," he said. "Jeffs more forced to play him.
From Page 9
up that's when things are spoken.
reserved and quiet, but on the
"Brandon Wicks has made
Derrick Rose and He's got a long ways to go but
field. he'll get revved up more. some plays," he said. "You talk referring
Casey's more jovial, and cuts up about a guy that doesn't know Tyreke Evans. who played for he's coachable and he's a good
teammate. He was the warnor
a little bit more with the guys."
what he's doing (in our scheme) him at Memphis. and Wall.
A third candidate fel- quarter- and it's him. but the thing that "You'll have people watch him today."
The game was played before a
back,
freshman
Marshy! impresses us about him is he and go. 'He isn't as good as I
Rothman. got some reps on just goes, and he goes some- thought.' What? You see those sellout crowd of 2.500 at the St.
Saturday, and Hatcher said the where in a hurry. It's too early to numbers? Don't be talking boys Denis Centre on Windsor's camJupiter. Fla., native could see tell if he's going to play this because when the ball is thrown pus.
time at wide receiver this sea- year."
son.
No timetable exists for a
decision on who will start the
Sept. 2 opener at Kent State.
and Hatcher says he is open to
LET THE PROFESSIONALS AT STONE-LANG SAVE YOU MONEY ON A NEW HEARING AID!
the possibility of playing both
Ehrhardt and Brockman early.
NOTES: Hatcher is impressed
with former Murray High
School
standout
Brandon
Wicks. impressed enough that
Reg S1,195
Wicks could play as a true

•Wildcats

HEARING AID SALE!

Custom Fitted
Digital In the Ear

'795

Sale Price

Custom Digital
Completely in the Canal

NOW OPEN

Reg S2,900

CALL TO SCHED
APPOINTMENT
Offering MISEHige5 that arc
budget and fop

Sale Price

E AN
ATI
geed
le

Open Fit
Behind the Ear
Reg. S2,500

FREE HEARING TEST
With This Coupon
Offer Expires on August 31, 2010_j

•

Sale Price

$1,595

LIMITED TIME OFFER

•

CALL TODAY TO SCPEDULE YOUR APPOINTMEhT 1-800-949-5728
t

V

STONE-LANG CO.

10 a.rtt to 4

brides&

I

*1,595

1 0(: 11 vk-y 1 2.1 Not•th • 2.."11.."6 1.it 1-.ST

HEARING REHABILITATION
2620 Broadway
Paducah, KY
270-44?-3561

210 South 12th
270 Commercial Ave
Murray. KY
Fulton. KY
270-753-8055
1-800-949-5728
Visit our Web Site at: www.stonelang.com

913 South Main
Manon, KY
1-800-949-5728

